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Limited-time offers. MSRP of $26,195/$29,495 on the 2022 Crosstrek Convenience Package (NC2CP)/2022 Forester (NJ225). *Advertised pricing consists of MSRP plus $1,800/$1,800 freight and PDI, $249 Admin, $100 Tire Tax, $10 OMVIC, $20 Tire 
Levy, $20 PPSA Service fee charge, includes a full tank of gas. Taxes, license, registration and insurance are extra. $0 security deposit. **Lease rate of 0.99%/0.99% for 24/24 months. Lease payments of $62/$82 weekly with $1,817/$1,817 down 
payment. Lease end value $20,596/$21,888 with $2,278/$2,271 due on delivery. Lease based on a maximum of 20,000 km per year for 24 months, or 40,000 km total, with excess charged at $0.10/km. Subject to credit approval by Subaru Financial 
Services by TCCI. Leasing and fi nancing programs available through Subaru Financial Services by TCCI. Other lease and fi nance rates and terms available; down payment or equivalent trade-in may be required. Contact your Subaru dealer for details. 
Models shown: 2021 Crosstrek Limited EyeSight (MX2LP)/2022 Forester Limited Package (NJ2LP) with an MSRP of $34,495/$39,295. Dealers may sell or lease for less or may have to order  or trade. Vehicle(s) shown solely for purposes of illustration 
and may not be equipped exactly as shown. EyeSight® is a driver-assist system, which may not operate optimally under all driving conditions. The driver is always responsible for safe and attentive driving. System effectiveness depends on many factors 
such as vehicle maintenance, and weather and road conditions. See Owner’s Manual for complete details on system operation and limitations. Crosstrek, Forester and Subaru are registered trademarks. Offers end February 28, 2022. Offers subject to 
change or cancellation  without notice. See your local Subaru dealer or visit www.ontario.subarudealer.ca for complete program details.
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WOOLWICH COUNCIL-
LORS REMAIN SPLIT ON 
the need for a $30-million 
road in Breslau, effectively 
putting the project on 
hold.

Formal votes on moving 
ahead on the so-called 
Breslau east connector 
road having ended in a 
stalemate Monday night 
– three votes for, three 
against – the project is 
now in limbo a week after 
council tentatively OK’d 
the idea.

Approval would have 
meant adding thousands 
of dollars to the cost of 
each new home built in 
the township for several 
years in order to pay for 
the road entirely through 
development charges. 
The new route would 
run between a future 
Dolman Street extension 
at Fountain Street and 
Greenhouse Road to the 
east. An estimated $14.5 
million would be needed 
simply for an overpass to 
span the railroad tracks, 
an oversized project that 
would cover potential 

Breslau connector 
road on hold again 
as some councillors 
balk at price tag

future expansion of the 
Metrolinx/GO Transit line.

Cost proved to be the 
biggest deterrent, with 
Coun. Scott McMillan 
questioning whether the 
road would be the best use 
of $30 million, adding the 
project would unlikely 
provide any significant 
linkage between the 
established older part of 
the village and the sprawl-
ing new developments 
planned to the east.

“I still don’t think the 
road is going to connect 
the communities in any 
meaningful way,” he said.

He was joined in opposi-
tion to the project by Coun. 
Patrick Merlihan and 
Coun. Fred Redekop.

“The overpass is the 
biggest stumbling block,” 
said Merlihan, agreeing 
the claimed benefits were 
“a little dubious,” espe-
cially at the cost.

“I don’t see there being 
any benefit at all to 
anybody for that overpass 
[such] that our taxpayers 
here should [bear] the 
responsibility of paying for 
an overpass. I have a pretty 
big problem with that.”

→ BRESLAU 4

Heidi Wagner will retire next month after 22 years at the Woolwich Community Health Centre. Justine Fraser

Justine Fraser 
Observer Staff

AS PART OF THE WOOL-
WICH Community 
Health Centre team, Heidi 
Wagner has run numer-
ous family programs and 
been an advocate for farm 
safety. Retiring to her 
Maryhill-area farm and 
spending more time with 
her grandchildren will 

be both a big change and 
something familiar.

“I keep thinking my 
retirement will be defi-
nitely bittersweet. I’ve 
really enjoyed the people 
I’ve worked with here at 
the health centre and the 
people in the community 
that I’ve gotten to know 
and I’ve been able to work 
with,” said Wagner from 
her office at the St. Jacobs 

centre. “It’ll be hard to 
leave here because I’ve 
been here for this long – I 
thought I would give it five 
years and it’s been almost 
22 years later and I’m still 
here. It’s definitely been 
a job that I’ve embraced 
and I have a passion for. 
So that’s definitely going 
to be hard when I don’t 
have to come into work 
anymore.”

With eight grandchil-
dren and counting to keep 
her busy, Wagner will have 
her hands full. Besides 
that, she’s an avid quilter 
with an eye for detail – she 
plans to keep pursuing 
that as well as keep up the 
daily farm chores. 

“I feel I’ve made a 
difference, which I think 
is everyone’s hope that 

→ RETIREMENT 4

Counting down the days on 
the job at the health centre
Long familiar face at WCHC, Heidi Wagner is heading off into retirement
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If it matters to you.
It matters to us.
News tips are always welcome.
Email: newsroom@woolwichobserver.com
Online: observerxtra.com/tips

Page ThreePage Three Along with easing restrictions, the province 
is expanding access to free rapid testing 
kits for at-home use. Ontario will be distrib-
uting five million rapid tests each week for 
eight weeks through pharmacy and grocery 
locations.  In total, the province is making 44 
million rapid tests available to the public for 
free over the coming weeks. 

After almost nine decades of service, the 
soldier that once adorned the cenotaph 
in Elmira has found a much more comfort-
able home for his retirement: indoors at 
the Woolwich Memorial Centre. Removed 
from his perch in late 2009 and even-
tually replaced with a bronze replica.
From the Feb. 18, 2012 edition of The Observer

Free rapid-test kits From the archives

P H A R M A C Y

W • O • O • L • W • I • C • H

Wednesdays is Senior’s Day - Receive 20% Discount*
Always Fast, Friendly & Professional Services

FREE DELIVERY |   10 Church  St. W., Elmira   519.669.8282 OPEN: Mon. to Fri. 9am - 7pm; Saturday 9am - 4pm; Closed Sundays*See store for details.

• Compression Stockings (Standard & Customized
• Compounding
• Compliance Packaging
• Free Blood Pressure Check
• Free Blood Glucose Monitor & Teaching
• Ostomy & Home Health Care

Samer Mikhail
Pharmacist | Owner

St. Mary’s Hospital one of 15 centres prescribing Paxlovid
Justine Fraser
Observer Staff

AFTER HEALTH 
CANADA APPROVED 
PFIZER’S Paxlovid to treat 
COVID-19 as an at-home 
prescription medication in 
Canada, 11,000 doses were 
shipped across the prov-
ince to clinics such as the 
COVID assessment clinic 
(CAC) at St. Mary’s General 
Hospital in Kitchener. 

This the first oral medi-
cation that can prevent 
people with COVID from 

New puppies take a nap before they start their training as dog guides for the Lions Foundation of Canada, which is looking for volunteers to help foster the trainees. Submitted

becoming severely ill, 
helping to relieve some of 
the pressure COVID has 
put on hospitals. It’s not a 
replacement for vaccina-
tion and is in short supply 
currently, so only those 
considered high-risk are 
being prescribed Paxlovid 
in the region.

“I will say it’s sort of long 
awaited. Since the begin-
ning of the pandemic, 
they’ve been hoping that 
there might be an oral 
drug to fight the virus,” 
said Dr. Mary Jackson, 

respirologist and physi-
cian co-lead for the St. 
Mary’s COVID response. 
“There was really a feeling, 
especially with this last 
wave being so significant 
that we needed to get the 
drug available to people 
who were at high risk of 
having severe disease.”

St. Mary’s was one of 
15 locations chosen to 
distribute the new medi-
cation, which came with 
strict instructions about 
who should receive it.

Canada secured one 

million treatment courses 
of Paxlovid from Pfizer 
and is still awaiting most 
of that supply as only 
30,400 Paxlovid doses 
have been received so 

far, with more to come in 
March. 

“The drug is available 
for those with symptoms 
for a specific group of 
patients – we are seeing 
some increase uptake,” 
Lee Fairclough, president 
of St. Mary’s General 
Hospital, said Friday 
during the region’s weekly 
pandemic briefing.

Like other medica-
tions for illness, Pfizer’s 
Paxlovid comes with a 
usage guidelines.

“We worked with the → PAXLOVID 5

Ontario Science table to 
help develop guidance 
for healthcare providers 
for prescribing it,” said 
Prof. Kelly Grindrod of 
the University of Waterloo 
School of Pharmacy. 

“While we’re still 
learning how to use it and 
we’re still getting limited 
supply, they’re restricting 
it to older people, because 
the older people are much 
more likely to end up 
needing hospital care or 
dying from COVID. Then 

Lions seeking foster homes for bevy of future dog guides
Justine Fraser
Observer Staff

BEFORE THEY GO ON 
TO help people with 
disabilities, puppies bred 
by the Lions Foundation 
of Canada Dog Guides 
program typically go 
through some basic train-
ing with foster families. 
Last month was something 
of a bonanza, with more 

than four dozen puppies 
born, prompting the orga-
nization to issue a call for 
volunteers.

“We had 49 puppies 
born in January. We do 
have people waiting to 
foster, but 49 is a lot of 
puppies to place. So that’s 
what we’re looking for is 
to build up our reserve 
of foster families for the 
spring,” said Lisa Kruit-

wagen, puppy program 
supervisor for the Lions 
Foundation of Canada Dog 
Guides.

Anyone who lives within 
an hour of the group’s 
Breslau facility can apply 
to be a foster. All the dogs 
are bred by the organiza-
tion, which hasn’t stopped 
training puppies through-
out the pandemic. They 
temporarily put a pause 

on their breeding program 
but resumed it last spring.

“We breed Labrador 
retrievers, golden retriev-
ers, standard poodle. 
And then we also have a 
mixture: we mix Labra-
dor and golden retrievers 
together,” said Kruitwagen 
about the breeds used in 
the program, adding that 
each dog is matched to a 
task based on its individ-

ual traits.
The Lions have seven 

programs to provide 
dog guides to persons 
with disabilities: canine 
visions, hearing, autism 
assistance, diabetic alert, 
seizure response, service 
for those with a physi-
cal or mental disability, 
and facility support for 
assisting individuals in 
traumatic situations. → DOG GUIDES 6

“If It’s really sniffy – they 
really like to use their 
nose – that might not be 
the best dog for canine 
vision, for instance, but for 
diabetic alert that could be 
they’re the most import-
ant skill,” she said.

“We’re really lucky in 
that we can take advantage 
of all the dog’s natural 
inclination to greater or 

Kelly Grindrod
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they’ve, at the end of their 
term, that they’ve made 
an impact. I’ve enjoyed 
it and I keep finding new 
challenges, new ideas of 
programs or issues that I 
can advocate for or that I 
can be part of. I hope my 
replacement is equally as 
passionate as I’ve been,” 
said Wagner. 

One of Wagner’s most 
memorable moments from 
her career was helping to 
develop a program that 
aided new moms with 
more education and helped 
with health checks for 
the children. She enjoyed 
strolling around the 
community and running 
into the moms from the 
program years later and 
hearing about how their 
children were doing.

“We did a program 
called ‘HUGS: Health 
Understanding, Growth 
and Sharing’ and it was 
for moms and children 
from zero to five. We 
had a program twice a 
month where mothers 
and children and babies 
would come and we 
would do educational 
programs for them and 
do health checks for the 
children. And that was 
quite satisfying because 
you watch these children 
grow and even now when 
I meet some of the moms 
in the community and I 
ask about their little ones, 
I hear that they’re 20 years 
old and finishing univer-
sity.  So that was definitely 
an enjoyable part of my 
career,” she noted.

Wagner is particu-
larly well know around 

Director of infrastruc-
ture services Jared Puppe 
noted that the overpass 
option was selected to 
reduce the liability of an 
at-grade crossing.

“The risk is borne solely 
by the Township of Wool-
wich at level crossings,” he 
said, advocating for grade 
separation.

“It is a safety issue,” 
agreed Coun. Larry 
Shantz, supporting the 
project as a way to connect 
the new subdivisions to 
the likes of the Breslau 
Community Centre.

Mayor Sandy Shantz 
also supported the 
connector function.

“I have always believed 
that we need to pull 
the two communities 
together.”

The cost proved to be a 
bridge too far, however, 
with the overpass portion 
a particular concern.

Given the price tag, 
the liability concerns are 

the area for her work on 
farm safety, an outreach 
exercise that has made her 
familiar to school kids.

“I did a lot of farm safety 
teaching in the public 
schools in our catchment 
area here in Linwood and 
Wellesley and Floradale. 
That’s been quite 
rewarding because that 
community sometimes 
gets forgotten or because 
it’s a small portion of the 
general population, but 
I think it’s very import-
ant that they get some of 
these safety messages; if 
someone else talks to them 
rather than their parents 
or their teachers, they 
might listen and hear it 

one more time. So, hope-
fully, I’ve made a differ-
ence in the community.”

Like many others over 
the past two years, Wagner 
and the team at Wool-
wich Community Health 
Centre had to learn to 
transition online due to 
the pandemic. She noted it 
was a difficult way to reach 
the Mennonite commu-
nity and keep them 
informed as they don’t 
have access to the internet.

“With COVID, we’ve 
had to do a lot more online 
programming here in 
general at the health centre. 
And  that’s helped some of 
our community but when 
you get into the Old Order 

RETIREMENT: Ready to make the transition from the workplace to home life

Mennonites, they don’t 
have online access. And 
so some of that is lost to 
them. So I think it’s sort of 
been a constant struggle 
as to how we can keep up 
with including people that 
are being excluded. That’s 
what makes it challenging 
and that’s what makes 
it interesting is because 
you’re constantly stretch-
ing your imagination and 
your thought process how 
we can improve and how 
we can make life better for 
people that live in Wool-
wich.”

By the end of March, 
she’ll be finding new chal-
lenges as she moves into 
retirement.

→FROM 1

Farm families were a priority among Heidi Wagner’s program work. File photo

BRESLAU: Overpass spanning rail line would require half of $30-million tab
→FROM 1

likely an “overblown” 
issue, Merlihan argued, 
stressing the impact on 
future homebuyers.

“It’s a $15-million differ-
ence that we’re asking new 
home owners to pay for,” 
he said of the overpass, 

noting buyers are already 
subject to development 
charges running into 
the tens of thousands of 
dollars. “Where’s it going 
to stop?”

Council may revisit the 
issue at a later date if new 

information becomes 
available. Eventually, the 
township will have to make 
a decision on what to do 
with a $300,000 environ-
mental assessment (EA) 
that identified the route for 
the proposed roadway.

Schematic of the proposed Breslau connector road now in limbo. 

observerxtra.com/letters

Write a letter to the editor and 
submit it online today.
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Raj Patel Pharmacist / Owner 

Visit our Pharmacy today!
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• Medication management
 (Blister pack)

• Free Prescription delivery
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• Over the counter 
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(519) 669-2142 | 2238 Floradale Rd., Floradale | www.bonnielouscafe.com

Lunches 11am-4pm 
Feb 23-26

Orange Glazed Chicken or Hot Beef includes:
coleslaw, rolls, mashed potatoes, vegetable & dessert

Justine Fraser
Observer Staff

DECLINES IN THE 
NUMBER OF COVID-19 
cases and related hospi-
talizations, the province is 
stepping up its reopening 
schedule. As of today, 
Ontario will be moving to 
the next phase, allowing 
restaurants, bars, cinemas 
and other indoor public 
settings to increase capac-
ity limits. 

The provincial govern-
ment this week then 
announced it will be lifting 
most pandemic measures, 
including proof of vacci-
nation requirements, as of 
March 1.

“Thanks to the prov-
ince’s high vaccination 
rates and the continued 
sacrifices of Ontarians, 
we are now in a posi-
tion where we can move 
forward in our plan earlier 
than anticipated,” said 
Deputy Premier Christine 
Elliott in a release. “With 
hospitalizations and ICU 
admissions continuing to 
decline, we are committed 
to maintaining a gradual 
and cautious approach to 
protect our hospital capac-
ity and ensure patients can 
access the care they need 

those that have additional 
risk factors, so immuno-
compromised conditions, 
serious health conditions, 
Indigenous communities. 
I think once we have a 
much greater supply you’ll 
see the eligibility criteria 
being much more wide 
open, but we need enough 
drug to be able to achieve 
that.”

After a resident feels 
they have symptoms of 
COVID-19 and fall into the 
high-risk category, they 
can talk to their doctor 
about getting tested at the 
CAC and getting access 
to Paxlovid. If they test 
positive, they will be asked 
a variety of questions to 
determine if the medi-
cation won’t mix with 
anything that person is 
already taking, and a phar-
macist will coach them 
how to take the medi-
cation. The prescribed 
medication will then be 
sent to their home for the 
COVID positive patient to 
take to relieve their symp-
toms and prevent further 
infection.

“It’s a huge shift in how 
we could potentially be 
treating COVID,” noted 
Grindrod.

Many of the patients 
receiving Paxlovid are 

Province speeds up reopening, looks to remove 
restrictions as case numbers decline

when they need it.”
The earlier reopening 

means an increase in 
social gathering limits to 
50 people inside and 100 
people outside. Increasing 
organized public event 
limits to 50 people inside 
and no limits outside. 
Sporting arenas, theatres, 
and concert halls will be 
allowed to have 50 per cent 
of their usual capacity. 

“Given how well Ontario 
has done in the Omicron 
wave we are able to fast 
track our reopening plan,” 
said Premier Doug Ford in 
a statement. “This is great 
news and a sign of just how 
far we’ve come together 
in our fight against the 
virus. While we aren’t out 
of the woods just yet, we 
are moving in the right 
direction.”

As restrictions are lifted, 
local health officials are 
urging residents to stay 
cautious as they return to 
social activities indoors as 
Omicron is still spreading 
in the community. Wear-
ing a mask is still recom-
mended, with mandates 
remaining in force.

At midweek, Waterloo 
Region was reporting 903 
active cases of COVID-19, 
down from 1,175 a week 

earlier. There were 79 
people hospitalized and 
19 in ICU due to the virus. 
There have been 385 fatal-
ities related to the virus 
since the pandemic began 
almost two years ago.

“Our healthcare system 
continues to be under 
great pressure due to the 
number of patients hospi-
talized and in ICU with 
COVID-19 and the need to 
ramp up delayed surgeries 
and procedures as soon 
as possible. A cautious 
approach to resuming 
activities by continuing to 
use the tools that work to 
blunt COVID-19 will serve 
us well. By getting vacci-
nated and boosted, by 
staying home when we’re 
sick, by wearing a mask, by 
avoiding crowded places 
and spaces – all of our 
efforts have and continue 
to make a difference,” said 
medical officer of health 
Dr. Hsiu-Li Wang Febru-
ary 10 during the region’s 
weekly pandemic briefing.

Some pressure on local 
hospitals is starting to lift 
as more staff are return-
ing to work after illness 
or mandatory isolation 
protocols, added Lee 
Fairclough, president of 
St. Mary’s General Hospi-

tal and hospital lead for 
Waterloo-Wellington. She 
also mentioned that they 
are starting to see a decline 
in COVID-19 hospital-
izations after the latest 
Omicron wave. 

“We’re still going to need 
to prevent that further 
spread over the next few 
weeks as we move through 
this reopening. Thank you 
for your support and the 
sacrifice – it has meant so 
much to so many people,” 
said Fairclough. 

Officials continue to 
stress the importance of 
vaccines.

Some 88.2 per cent of 
eligible residents have 
had at least one dose of 
vaccine, with 84.2 per 
cent fully vaccinated. 
Forty-eight per cent of 
residents have had a 
booster shot.

As with the region, 
the number of cases 
has dropped in Welling-
ton-Dufferin-Guelph, with 
383 active cases,. There 
have been 156 fatalities 
associated with the virus.

Public health there 
reports 86.3 per cent of 
eligible residents have 
been fully inoculated, with 
60.3 per cent having had a 
booster shot.

seniors who may be unvac-
cinated or have underlying 
conditions.

“It is very, very hard to 
treat this condition when 
people get a severe case 
of COVID. What this does, 
where this changes is this 
is a very simple-to-take 
treatment from a patient 
perspective. It’s some-
thing you take twice a day 
for five days and you do it 
from home,” said Grindrod

“Our pharmacists are 
checking back in with 
patients after a couple 
of days and they’re also 
encouraged to contact 
their family doctors. 
The word that we have is 
that patients are feeling 
steadily better,” said 
Jackson.

“The idea is that the 
drug is blocking the virus 
from just endlessly repro-
ducing itself. And so, if 
at the beginning you just 
have a small amount of 

virus then it’s only going to 
produce a small amount of 
damage. But if you let the 
virus really reproduce over 
and over then the down-
stream consequence can 
be much more severe.”

Current limitations 
on who can prescribe 
Paxlovid may change as 
more supply becomes 
available in Canada.

“I’m not 100 per cent 
sure that the public or 
even healthcare providers 
realize just how much 
of an impact this could 
have once we’re actually 
comfortable and able to 
use it easily,” said Grin-
drod.

Anyone already taking 
medication but experi-
encing COVID symptoms 
should talk to their family 
doctor before seeking 
Paxlovid as a treatment 
option as it may interact 
with their current medica-
tions. 

So far, few side effects 
have been reported other 
than a strange taste in 
patients’ mouths, said 
Grindrod.

Oral medications like 
Paxlovid to treat COVID-19 
could help ease the strain 
local hospitals are still 
feeling as less people will 
need to come in for being 
severely ill. It blocks the 
virus from replicating, 
reducing the severity of 
symptoms.

“It’s very challenging. 
Fortunately, the numbers 
of COVID patients being 
admitted to the hospital is 
decreasing. We still have 
some that are recover-
ing from illness in the 
hospital, but the numbers 
in hospital across the 
province and in our ICUs is 
decreasing, all of which is 
good news,” said Jackson. 
“The province has given us 
the green light to try and 
get back to resuming some 
of our surgical procedures 
and diagnostic things, but 
we still have a big chal-
lenge because of inade-
quate numbers of staff. 

“We’re starting to see 
some improvement in 
that area. Each hospital 
will work as hard as they 
can to get at backlogs, but 
it’s going to take us a long 
time to dig our way out.”

PAXLOVID: Drug is in short supply, made available to the must vulnerable
→FROM 1

Paxlovid is the first 
drug available to 
treat COVID-19.

newsmart.ca

Exclusive gear for newspaper 
readers now available.
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PRACTICE HOME FIRE ESCAPE PLANNING ON FAMILY DAY

You may have only seconds to safely escape your home. Practice your
home �re escape plan and make sure everyone can get out quickly.

For more 
information: 

Woolwich Fire Department
Tel: 519-669-6022

INSTALL SMOKE ALARMS
 Install smoke alarms on every storey
and outside sleeping areas. It’s the

law. For best protection, install
smoke alarms in every bedroom.

CHILDREN/SENIORS
Determine who will be 

responsible for helping young 
children, older adults or anyone 
else that may need assistance.

MEETING PLACE
Choose a meeting place outside, 

such as a tree or a lamp post, 
where everyone can be 

accounted for.

UNDER SMOKE
If caught in smoke, get low and 

go under the smoke to the 
nearest safe exit.

CALL FIRE DEPT.

outside the home, from a cell 
phone or neighbor’s home.

Once out, stay out. Never 
re-enter a burning building.

FIRE ESCAPE PLAN

and discuss it with the entire 
family.

Once out, stay out. Never Once out, stay out. Never 
rree-enentter a burning buildiner a burning buildingg.

CHECK ALL EXITS
Check that all exits are 

unobstructed and easy to use.

You may have only seconds to safely escape your home. Practice your

TWO WAYS OUT
Show everyone two ways out of 

each room, if possible.

Township of Woolwich – Chief Dennis Aldous is urging 
families in Woolwich to practice their home �re escape 
plan as part of Family Day on February 21, 2022.
“Most fatal fires occur at night when everyone is asleep, so that is 
why it is so important for everyone to know what to do when the 
smoke alarms sound”, said Fire Chief Dennis Aldous. “Everyone 
should know what to do and where to go to get out safely.”

INSTALL CO ALARMS
Install carbon monoxide

detectors outside of
sleeping areas. 

woolwich.ca/�re

Meal Supplier Required
for Meals on Wheels & Community

Dining Programs in Woolwich Township
Community Care Concepts is a non-pro�t charitable organization, 
providing a continuum of services that enable seniors and adults 

with unique needs to live independently in their own homes 
across Woolwich, Wellesley and Wilmot Townships.  

We are searching for an experienced business or organization 
to prepare hot meals daily (Monday through Friday) for our 
Meals on Wheels program as well as to support our various 
Community Dining programs in Woolwich Township. These 
programs offer an important source of nutrition and social 

contact for many seniors, individuals with disabilities and other 
vulnerable adults living independently in our communities.  

Businesses and/or organizations wishing to submit a proposal 
should do so by no later than 4:00 pm on Friday March 18, 2022.  

For additional information and/or 
proposal details please contact

Cathy Harrington, Executive Director
Community Care Concepts

cathyh@communitycareconcepts.ca
519-664-1900/1-855-664-1900

Steve Kannon 
Observer Staff

THE ELMIRA SUGAR 
KINGS POSTED another 
pair of wins last week-
end to keep pace in the 
GOJHL’s Midwestern 
Conference race, running 
their record to 24-7. With 
48 points, they’re one 
point back of the KW 
Siskins (22-5-5) with a 
game in hand.

The team’s weekend 
saw a 6-1 win on the road 
February 11 in Caledon 
and a 2-1 OT winner over 
the Siskins Sunday after-
noon in Waterloo.

“We didn’t quite catch 
Waterloo but nevertheless 
beat them,so, yeah, we are 
happy with the weekend,” 
said head coach Rob 
Collins.

Friday night’s game in 
Caledon saw the Kings 
build a lead that was 
never threatened. Kurtis 
Goodwin got things 
rolling with a power-play 
goal midway through 
the first, with assists 
going to Brody Leblanc 
and Jaxson Murray. Less 
than five minutes later, it 
was Murray potting one, 
assisted by Luke Eurig 
and Goodwin. And at 16:11 
it was 3-0 for the visitors 
when Jack Tos (Leblanc, 
Adam Grein) scored. 
That’s how the period 
would end, the Kings 
having outshot the Bomb-

Kings win two over weekend 
to keep pace with Siskins in 
Midwestern Conference race

ers 19-14.
“It was nice to get a first 

period like that where he 
kind of took control right 
away and never let go,” 
said Collins.

In the second, the only 
scoring came courtesy of 
an unassisted marker from 
Tos.

Just 38 seconds into 
the final frame, however, 
Eurig made it 5-0, assisted 
by Goodwin and Nathan-
iel Mott. The home team 
finally got on the board 
with a shorthanded goal 
at 8:24, but less than four 
minutes later it was 6-1 
when Grein scored on a 
power play, assisted by 
Liam Eveleigh and Brock 
Reinhart.

Final shots were 35-23 
in Elmira’s favour, with 
netminder Matthew 
Lunghi stopping 22 for the 
win. Elmira was 2-8 with 
the man advantage, while 
the Bombers went 0-7.

It was a much closer 
match Sunday afternoon 
in Waterloo, with first 
place on the line.

Elmira was on the 
board first, with Grein’s 
power-play goal, assisted 
by Owen O’Donnell and 
Eveleigh, at 11:47 the only 
scoring of the period. 

The 1-0 lead would hold 
until 15:20 of the third 
when the Siskins tied the 
score, setting the stage for 
overtime. Murray’s 19th of 
the season at 4:11 settled 

things in Elmira’s favour, 
with Mott picking up the 
assist.

The point picked up 
in the loss allowed the 
Siskins to remain a point 
ahead of the Kings.

Shots were 27-19 in 
favour of the visitors, the 
18 saves providing a win 
for goaltender Daniel 
Botelho. Elmira was 1-5 
on the power play, with 
Waterloo going 0-7.

“I wouldn’t say either 
team had their best stuff 
on Sunday – we got a 
power-play goal early and 
didn’t really get a whole lot 
of pushback from Water-
loo,” said Collins of the 
match.

The Kings’ extended 
road trip finds the team in 
Ayr tonight (Thursday) to 
take on the Centennials, 
then in Listowel Friday to 
face the Cyclones. They’re 
on home ice for the first 
time this month on Family 
Day (Monday) for a 2 p.m. 
matinee game against the 
Brantford Bandits.

“Ayr is trying to catch 
Cambridge and Ayr plays 
us really, really tough – I 
think we’ve had three 
or four overtime games 
against them,” said 
Collins. “With Listowel, 
both teams are hopefully 
going to get excited for 
it to be a good rivalry 
game. Neither game will 
be taken lightly, that’s for 
sure.”

lesser degree. There’s a lot 
of training that happens, 
special skills training, but 
we try and put the dogs 
where they’re going to 
be happiest. We find our 
foster families are very 
passionate people and 
really want to contribute 
to their fellow Canadians.”

The 16-month long 
program aims to give 
puppies a chance to 
develop house manners 
and experience real-life 
activities such as running 
errands.

“They pick up a puppy 
at around seven weeks 
old. Then they would train 
it with basic obedience, 
house manners, and then 
just have the puppy kind 
of participate in their life. 
So, we ask them to expose 
the puppy to anything that 
they might be participat-
ing in their life. So, taking 
them to the grocery store 
and the dentist and the 
movie theatre.”

DOG GUIDES: Volunteers needed to help start the training
→FROM 3

Most costs, such as 
veterinary expenses, are 
covered for fosters by the 
Lions Foundation, and the 
Pet Valu group helps with 
supplying food. 

“We provide all the 
equipment. The thing that 
fosters usually have to pay 
for themselves is they like 
to buy a collar and leash 
because that’s fun. And 
then food bowls, toys, 
things like that. Anything 
that’s essential is covered 
by Lions,” said Kruitwa-

gen.
“The puppies, are of 

course priceless. We’re 
asking people to provide 
us with just a basic police 
record check that’s valid 
from the within the last 
three years.”

Anyone looking to apply 
to be a foster caregiver to 
the little pups can reach 
out to puppyprogram@
dogguides.com. More 
information can be found 
on their website online, 
www.dogguides.com.

The Lions Foundation of Canada breeds golden retrievers, Labs 
and poodles to serve as dog guides. Submitted
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$12.99

STEWING BEEF   

Our plant is 
100% Gluten Free

2065 Floradale Rd.
Elmira, ON.
PHONE: 519-669-2300
TOLL FREE: 844-669-2300

Tuesday - Friday 
8am - 6pm
Saturday

9am - 3pm
Sunday
CLOSED

HOURS:

FEATURE ITEM:

Reg.$15.29/lbEXTRA OLD CHEDDAR    

$5.89/lb

Reg.$8.85/lb

/lb

ST. ALBERT 

 ↆ P O L I C E  R E P O R T

FEBRUARY 10

5:11 PM | Police received 
a report of a single-vehi-
cle collision in the area of 
Herrgott Road and Boomer 
Line in the Township of 
Wellesley. A vehicle trav-
elling south on Herrgott 
Road left the roadway and 
collided with a fence on 
the east side of the road. 
Road conditions at the 
time were icy. There were 
no injuries reported as a 
result of this collision and 
no charges were laid. 

FEBRUARY 11

6:11 PM | Police were 
notified of a break-in to 
a detached garage in 
the area of Durant Road 
and St. Charles Street 
West east of Blooming-
dale. Sometime between 
February 9 and February 
11, an unknown suspect(s) 

Waterloo Regional 
Police are warning resi-
dents to be wary of the 
lottery scam.

The lottery scam 
involves fraudsters 
attempting to scam indi-
viduals by telling them 
they have won a lottery 
or prize. The victim must 
pay an upfront fee to 
claim the money and 

entered the garage and 
took personal property. 
Anyone with information 
is asked to contact police 
or Crime Stoppers.

FEBRUARY 12

8:48 AM | A single-ve-
hicle collision brought 
police to the area of 
Hopewell Creek Road and 
Spitzig Road in Woolwich 
County. A vehicle heading 
east left the roadway and 
struck a metal sign when 
the driver lost control on 
the snowy road. No inju-
ries were reported as a 
result of this collision. A 
25-year-old Cambridge 
man was charged with ‘fail 
to remain.’

12:48 PM | Waterloo 
Regional Police received 
a report of a two-vehi-
cle collision in Woolwich 
Township. The driver of a 

Waterloo Regional Police issue warning to residents of new lottery scam
suffers a financial loss. 
Such communications can 
occur through email, mail, 
telephone, social media or 
website pop-ups, police 
said in a release.

The fraudsters 
usually provide a bank 
account number to transfer 
funds or request payment 
through a money service 
or prepaid gift cards to 

claim the prize.
One instance involved 

a Waterloo resident. The 
victim received a phone 
call from an individual 
identifying themselves 
as an employee of a 
company called the 
“Global Group.” The 
fraudster had advised 
the victim that they had 
won the lottery, and they 

Anyone with information is asked to call police at 519-570-9777 or Crime Stoppers at 1-800-222-8477.  

Jeep parked on the west 
shoulder of Arthur Street 
North made a u-turn to 
head north and struck 
a Honda heading north. 
The Jeep then spun out of 
control and struck a hydro 
pole. Paramedics attended 
the scene to assess 
non-life threatening inju-
ries. The driver of the 
Jeep, a 47-year-old from 
Guelph, was charged with 
‘start from stopped posi-
tion – turn not in safety.’

2:34 PM | An 11-year-
old Wellesley Township 
girl was transported to 
an out-of-region hospi-
tal with serious but 
non-life-threatening inju-
ries following a collision 
on a property north of St. 
Clements that brought 
emergency crews to the 
area of Boomer Line and 
Herrgott Road. The police 
investigation determined 

that a snowmobile was 
towing a female passen-
ger on an inner tube when 
inner tube left the path-
way and struck a tree. 
The driver, a 56-year-old 
Wellesley Township man, 
reported no physical inju-
ries. The investigation 
is ongoing. Anyone who 
witnessed the incident is 
asked to call the Traffic 
Services Unit at 519-570-
9777, ext. 8856 or Crime 
Stoppers at 1-800-222-
8477 with any information.

4:42 PM | Emergency 
services responded to a 
single-vehicle collision 
on Floradale Road at 
Listowel Road in Woolwich 
Township. A vehicle was 
travelling on Floradale 
Road when the driver lost 
control and the vehicle 
slid off the roadway and 
rolled. The 33-year-old 
male driver and 30-year-

instructed the victim to 
transfer $3,000 into a 
specific bank account 
to collect their 
winnings. Later, the 
victim received two 
additional phone calls 
requesting that more 
money be deposited into 
an account.

To protect yourself and 
others from this scam, 

consider the following:
Don’t get flustered. Take 

time to think. The scam-
mer will make it sound 
urgent to pressure you.

Do not confirm any 
personal or financial 
information.

Verify who is calling 
(offer to call back using 
the phone number you 
have for that person).

Call someone you 
trust or police for an opin-
ion about the call.

Do not send any money.
If you believe you 

have been a victim of a 
similar scam, you can 
file a complaint with 
the Canadian Anti-Fraud 
Centre or contact Water-
loo Regional Police at 
519-570-9777. 

old female passenger, 
both from Durham Region, 
were both transported 
to a local hospital with 
non-life-threatening inju-
ries. The investigation 
is ongoing. Anyone who 
witnessed the incident is 
asked to call the Traffic 
Services Unit at 519-570-
9777 ext. 8856 or Crime 
Stoppers at 1-800-222-
8477 with any information.

FEBRUARY 13

7:13 AM | Waterloo 
Regional Police received 
a report of a collision 
at Covered Bridge and 
Rivers Edge drive in West 

Montrose. The collision 
involved a motor vehicle 
and a horse-drawn buggy. 
There were no reported 
physical injuries and no 
charges laid.

FEBRUARY 14

1:40 PM | Emergency 
services responded to 
the area of Brubacher 
Street and Snyder’s Road 
East in Baden for a report 
of a shed fire. The Wilmot 
Fire Department attended 
and extinguished the fire. 
There were no physical 
injuries reported. The fire 
is not considered suspi-
cious at this time.

Wing & Pub Grub Night 
Thurs. Feb. 24th 4:00pm-8:00pm

Call ahead to reserve a table 
(seating is limited) or to book 

Takeout Times

at RiverSong
632 Hawkesville Rd., St. Jacobs

519-500-1715  |  info@chefduff.ca | www.chefduff.ca

Featuring Chicken Wings, 
Nachos, Burgers, & Much More.

See website for full menu!

(Also Available for takeout Feb. 23-26th)

Justine Fraser 
Observer Staff

A PLAN TO EASE SOME 
of the current restric-
tions in its noise bylaw 
has Woolwich taking the 
pulse of residents via an 
online survey.

Residents aren’t able 
to do home renovations 
on Sunday, for instance, 
and businesses aren’t 
able to play music from 
a patio speaker because 
that’s considered ampli-
fied noise. Since the 
pandemic has made both 
those things popular, 
township clerk Jeff Smith 
is looking to get feedback 
to see if some of those 
rules can be relaxed. 

“For a while we wanted 
to take a look at the 
bylaws. I think there are 
areas for improvement. 
But also we’ve had an 
increase in patios and 
outdoor activities, specif-
ically with the pandemic, 
so it’s definitely some-
thing that that we wanted 
to look at this year,” said 
Smith.

The township solicited 
feedback as part of the 
process.

“We were already look-

Woolwich looks to make changes to noise bylaw
ing at drafting an update 
to the noise bylaw. There 
are two proposals in the 
survey that we wanted to 
get public feedback on, 
and we will base that on 
how the bylaw’s written. 
We are hoping at this time 
to bring a report forward 
to council on February 28. 
So that would allow them 
to take their first look at 
the bylaw, provide any 
comments and perhaps 
approve it if they wish,” 
said Smith.

So far the township has 
received more than 250 
responses to the survey. 

“I’m hoping on the 28th 
we’ll be able to have a 
report in front of council 
that will give feedback 
from the public. If the 
vast majority of the 
public say ‘no, we want no 
residential renovations 
even by homeowners on 
Sundays,’ then I think 
you’ll probably see staff 
recommending that we 
keep it as is. Or on the 
flip side if you see a lot 
of people saying ‘yeah, 
we would like to kind of 
relax that and allow for 
those Sunday residential 
renovations,’ then you 
might see that be what we 

recommend.”
Those living or work-

ing in the township, as 
well as business owners, 
are invited to take the 
survey that will help 
determine if noise bylaws 
need to be changed to 
adapt to people’s needs. 

“I think we’ve already 
seen more outdoor activ-
ities, whether it’s people 
enjoying their own back-
yards and having people 
over or the increase in 
restaurant patios and 
things like that. That’s 
definitely been an impact 
of the pandemic. And 
part of that is the asso-
ciated noise that could 
come with that, so that’s 
the reason for prioritiz-
ing this.”

Currently, residents 
are not permitted to 
do any type of residen-
tial construction on 
Sundays. The proposal 
would change and ease 
those restrictions as 
home renovations have 
increased throughout the 
pandemic. The proposal 
wouldn’t lift restric-
tions on commercial 
contractors or develop-
ers to work on Sundays, 
however.

Along with the renova-
tion issue, the survey is 
looking at the effects of 
what is called amplified 
noise.

“Let’s say you had 
speakers, like a Bluetooth 
speaker, that you would 
bring out to your deck 
on an afternoon, that 
technically isn’t allowed 
in our bylaws – it’s ampli-
fied music. So amplified 
music could be anything 
from a Bluetooth speaker 
to a professional setup at 
a patio, like a restaurant 
patio. We’re really trying 
to refine that,” said 
Smith. “We want to make 
sure that the community 
is OK with it and the 
sound is reasonable. We 
might find that people 
want to have a Bluetooth 
speaker in the backyard 
or the radio playing while 
they have their friends 
over. 

“Those are the things 
I’d say we are looking at, 
we want to hear what the 
community has to say. 
And if there is support 
for that change then we 
can update the bylaw to 
allow for that use. Then 
we’ll also look at how we 
enforce that.”
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When local news 
matters ...
... it matters where you get 
your local news.
Connect: observerxtra.com/staff

OpinionOpinion “I hate as a government telling anyone 
what to do. We’ve just got to get 
moving forward and get out of this 
and protect the jobs. The world’s done 
with it, so let’s just move forward.”
Premier Doug Ford announces he plans to lift most 
pandemic-related restrictions, including vaccine certifi-
cates, by Mar. 1.

Stratford city council has been selected as 
the 2021 recipient of the Code of Silence 
Award for Outstanding Achievement in 
Government Secrecy in the municipal cate-
gory. The "honour" comes for its attempts 
to conceal details of deal with Xinyi 
Canada Glass to build a factory in town.
News Media Canada

Verbatim The Monitor

Most of Ontario’s pandemic-related restrictions 
will be lifted by the end of the month, with 
Premier Doug Ford arguing we’ve simply had 
enough. Mask mandates will remain, but the 

government is already signalling an end there too.
Other provinces have accelerated such easing, with Alberta 

and Saskatchewan leading the charge.
Federally, the government has begun easing requirements 

for border crossings.
As with the cancellations and closures that began in March 

of 2020, once a domino falls, more quickly follow suit. We can 
expect others to follow in short order.

Public health officials have their reservations, but the 
changes reflect public sentiment. This isn’t about anti-vaxx-
ers and mask-mandate opponents. Rather, it’s a recognition 
that the virus is going endemic and that restrictions can’t be 
extended indefinitely, if only because of the massive economic 
penalties that have been imposed – that applies to record 
government deficits and the enormous business losses that 
have been incurred. 

The provincial gear-shifting comes as the record-setting 
spikes brought on by the Omicron variant appear to be reced-
ing. Case numbers are down, as are hospitalizations and ICU 
usage. The government is banking on continued improve-
ments to support its decision.

You can bet officials will be watching closely to see what 
happens after March 1. A spike in numbers may provoke calls 
for new restrictions, though anything short of a catastrophic 
relapse is unlikely to sway government policy. Most Ontarians 
will be happy to move on, so going back would be difficult. 

In an ideal world, an early lockdown and our stringent 
adherence to public health measures would have nipped 
the novel coronavirus in the bud. That’s not what happened. 
Nor have on-and-off attempts since March of 2020 been 
completely fruitful.

We’ve had rolling attempts at lockdowns and reopenings, 
with measures that had some efficacy. Not everyone took all 
the necessary precautions, however, the virus continued to 
spread at a greater rate than what might have been.

In the end, we have a trade-off between our choices, overly 
restrictive governance and the economy.

Arguments about liberties and freedom have been more 
muted here than in the US, for example – though the recent 
ill-intentioned truck convoys and related activities were a 
dramatic change of mood. Still, most of us recognize there’s a 
health-related crisis. 

Most pressingly, people still have to work, shop for essentials 
and care for loved ones, among other reasons total self-isola-
tion wasn’t a viable option.

The last of those, our need to carry on some facets of regular 
life, can’t be understated, though that isn’t carte blanche for 
people not to carry out precautions such as mask-wearing and 
keeping their distance. Still, the likes of grocery shopping, 
medical issues and care-giving made outings essential. We’ve 
largely been able to grin and bear it, but there’s a limit to that.

Recognizing that fact, governments are easing up, rolling 
the dice that any fallout will be limited. Facing pressure to 
reopen their economies, they’ll be damned if they do and if 
they don’t.

The economic hardships aside, people are becoming 
increasingly frustrated about staying at home, their usual 
social activities curtailed and acquiring the essentials more 
costly and inconvenient than they’re used to. That will become 
a bigger issue when the weather starts improving in the spring.

Rationally, we know these measures are in place for our 
safety and, more to the point, for the safety of others, family, 
friends and strangers alike. But rationality gets stressed a little 
thinner with each day, irrespective of individual financial 
situations. This week’s announcement from Ford reflects that 
reality.

Easing of restrictions a nod
to growing public impatience

OBSERVER EDITORIAL

Columnists are not 
supposed to write about 

the same subject twice in a row, 
and only last week I wrote my 
umpteenth piece saying that 
Russian President Vladimir 
Putin is not going to invade 
Ukraine. But US President 
Joe Biden just gave us a hard 
date for the Russian invasion 
of Ukraine, and it’s this week, 
probably Wednesday. 

Biden didn’t say when 
World War 2.1 will follow, but 
the constant references to the 
‘worst crisis since 1939’ or the 
‘worst war in Europe since 
1945’ suggest that it will be 
along shortly afterwards. This 
newspaper will be quite cross 
if they don’t have a piece from 
me recanting my error when 
the Russian tanks roll, so I feel 
obliged to write about it again.

Unfortunately, I can’t recant. 
Even the massed choirs of all 
16 US intelligence agencies (I’m 
not making that up), singing 
the Hallelujah Chorus and 
imploring me to believe, cannot 
persuade me that the Russians 
are coming. Only when I see 
their massed tanks rolling 
across the Ukrainian border will 
I accept that Putin is that stupid.

He’s wicked, certainly: he 
really puts hits out on people, 
like the KGB agent he once was. 
He’s obsessed with regain-
ing control of the lost empire 
Russians call the ‘Near Abroad,’ 

Gearing up for World War 2.1?
ANALYSIS OF CURRENT WORLD EVENTS

and quite willing to run a huge, 
dangerous bluff in the hope of 
making some progress on that 
agenda. But he is not stupid. 
Nobody who stays in power in 
Russia for 22 years is stupid.

Ukrainian President Volody-
myr Zelensky is getting fed up 
with all these hysterical West-
ern politicians and pundits. 
Last Saturday he said “I think 
there’s too much out there 
about a full-scale war from 
Russia, and people are even 
naming dates. The best friend 
of our enemies is panic in our 
country, and all this ‘infor-
mation’ only creates panic. It 
doesn’t help us.”

Or consider the assessment 
of the Ukrainian Centre for 
Defence Strategies, a non-profit 
think tank in Kyiv.

In late-January it issued an 
assessment that “in general, a 
large-scale Russian offensive 
operation against Ukraine in 
2022 is unlikely even judging by 
purely military requirements.  
This is evidenced by a lack of 
the required number of troops 
for such an operation, which 
should be in the hundreds of 
thousands (to conduct active 
hostilities against Ukraine).” 

The highest figure quoted 

for the total number of Russian 
troops alleged to be within 
a few days of the Ukrainian 
border is 147,000, and more 
than half of those have been 
in their present locations for a 
year or longer. That sounded 
ridiculously low for an actual 
invasion of a country with 
a population of 43 million 
people, so I did a little checking. 

The German invasion of 
Poland in 1939 was the start of 
World War 2.0, and Poland then 
was a pretty good match for 
Ukraine now: about the same 
population, although only half 
the size of Ukraine. The two 
countries even share a long 
border. So how many troops did 
the Germans need to invade 
Poland on  Sept. 1, 1939?

Oh. One and a half million. 
And although the Germans had 
better machines and really good 
generals, the Polish resistance 
was still pretty serious until the 
Russians invaded Poland from 
the other side two weeks later 
in fulfilment of the Nazi-Soviet 
Pact. Almost 20,000 German 
soldiers were killed or missing 
in action in one month, and 
30,000 were wounded.

I’m not claiming that Russian 
casualties would be the same 
in an invasion of Ukraine now, 
but they would certainly be 
big enough to alarm the folks 
at home. Moreover, it’s even 

GWYNNE 
DYER

 Global Outlook 
on World Affairs

→DYER 10
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STEVE  
KANNON 

Editor's 
Point of View

Seniors are better off than in the past, but you can't generalize

those living in rental 
accommodations don’t 
have the same nest-egg as 
their counterparts who live 
in mortgage-free homes 
that have values massively 
above their original 
purchase price.

There’s no one-size-fits-
all description of seniors, 
but it’s clear that today’s 
over-65 crowd are much 
better off than those of the 
1960s and ’70s, when the 
stereotypical images devel-
oped, suggests Dr. Tammy 
Schirle, an economics 
professor at Wilfrid Laurier 
University.

“The truth is compli-
cated – I think that’s 
really a good takeaway to 
begin with, because when 
we start talking about 
seniors, it’s hard to char-
acterize what is a typical 
senior’s experience,” she 

says. “At the same time, 
we’re bombarded with 
the political side of this, 
where there’s ... this trope 
that you’re talking about. 
If we’re concerned about 
inflation, we’re concerned 
about that poor senior on a 
fixed income who’s eating 
cat food from the dollar 
store. There’s an image 
there that I don’t think you 
see much of in reality.”

Schirle notes that a host 
of government programs 
have evolved to help keep 
people out of poverty, 
especially at the extreme 
levels seen decades ago. In 
1976, the Statistics Canada 
measure of LICO (low 
income cut-offs before tax) 
– income threshold below 
which a family will devote 
a much larger share of its 
income than the average 
family on the necessities of 
food, shelter, and clothing 
– applied to 29 per cent of 
those over the age of 65. By 
2019, that number was 3.9 
per cent.

Even for those without 
significant CPP income, 
Old Age Security (OAS) 
and the Guaranteed 
Income Supplement (GIS) 
amount to at least $19,218 
this year, she points out, 
adding those payments are 
adjusted for inflation. 

“That’s not incredibly 
generous. It sort of gets 
you right up to the poverty 
line. When you’re thinking 
about how many people 
really just kind of almost 
make it up to that poverty 
line, we’ve got just over five 
per cent of seniors over the 
age of 65 who are just below 
that poverty line. So there’s 
certainly a few there,” said 
Schirle.

“When it comes to think-
ing about inflation, the key 
thing is that both of those 
amounts are adjusted every 
quarter for inflation. So 
that first instinct to be very 
worried about that low-in-
come senior, I kind of set 
that aside pretty quickly, 
because those benefits that 

they’re relying most heavily 
on are adjusted every quar-
ter for any inflation that 
happens.”

Where inflation is more 
problematic for seniors is 
the middle- and higher-in-
come brackets, as rapidly 
rising costs make it more 
difficult to maintain their 
standard of living.

Not every senior has 
hit the jackpot, spending 
winters in the sunny south, 
for instance.

That not all financial 
circumstances are the 
same is abundantly clear 
to Nancy Lucier, executive 
director of the Woolwich 
Seniors Association. 

The organization, 
housed at the Woolwich 
Memorial Centre, has 
struggled through the 
pandemic, its membership 
and programming fees 
taking a hit, in some cases 
dropping to zero. Knowing 
that many members rely on 
the organization for social 
connections, WSA adapted 

to online options, allowing 
people to return to in-per-
son events as public health 
protocols permitted.

“Breaking down some of 
those stereotypes is really 
critical. For an organiza-
tion like ours, where we 
meet the varying degrees 
of needs within our senior 
population, that’s been 
really important for us,” 
says Lucier.

“We provide affordable 
programming and it’s a 
great way for seniors to 
connect. This is where the 
challenge is, to break down 
some of those longstanding 
thoughts. We serve a broad 
population, and so people 
that are looking for some 
way to stay connected in 
their community,” she 
adds. 

It’s a message she’s taken 
to Woolwich council in 
seeking financial support 
to keep the organiza-
tion going through the 
pandemic, with a mostly 
positive reception despite 
some discussion about the 
general wealth of today’s 
seniors versus those of the 
past.

There’s no arguing, 
however, that today’s 
seniors are much better off 
than in previous decades. 
That gives rise to questions 
about equity and why it is 
older Canadians receive a 
disproportionate amount of 
government supports. That 
observation is even more 
germane given government 
reliance on deficit spending 
and decades-long inability 
to establish fiscally viable 
entitlement programs.

Getting their house in 
order through the likes of 
a much-improved Canada 
Pension Plan and sustain-
ably financed entitlement 
programs would go a long 
way to not only bettering 
the lives of retirees, but also 
reducing the dependence 
on taking from working-age 
citizens to pay for today’s 
recipients ... and the long 
list of past government 
mistakes.After almost two years of being stuck inside, spending time together may be less of a priority this Family Day.

The stereotype of the 
impoverished elderly 

woman surviving on cat 
food lingers long after the 
reality has changed. Where 
in the 1970s some 40 per 
cent of elderly Canadians 
lived below the poverty 
line, today that number is 
about five per cent.

In fact, seniors today 
make up the wealthiest 
generation, the result of 
having had good jobs with 
pensions, their penchant 
for savings during some 
boom times, and the 
growth of government 
supports. There’s also a 
little matter of their real 
estate holdings, i.e. the 
value of their homes.

At five per cent of seniors 
classified as below the 
poverty line, that’s half the 
rate of the working-age 
population, for instance.

While the reality has 
changed, government 
programs remain titled 
towards older citizens, just 
as businesses continue to 
offer seniors’ discounts 
when it’s actually younger 
people who are having a 
harder time of it financially.

Most recently, for 
instance, the federal 
government announced 
it will provide up to $742.4 
million in one-time 
payments to alleviate any 
financial hardship to those 
seniors who qualified and 
received the Canada Emer-
gency Response Benefit 
(CERB) and the Canada 
Recovery Benefit (CRB)  in 
2020 but who subsequently 
saw that they counted as 
income and impacted their 
GIS or allowance benefits. 
The one-time payment will 
compensate such seniors 
for the full, annualized loss 
amount.

The image of the senior 
on a fixed-income strug-
gling to get by endures, 
however. That said, there 
are certainly people who 
still fall into that category. 
Those older people are 
being squeezed by today’s 
high inflation rates, and 
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STEVE  
GALEA 

Not-So-Great 
Outdoorsman

Tiny flies can be made to pay big dividends

fishing vest. It shouldn’t 
take up too much space. 
And when I start catching 
trout to the point where my 
buddies ask me what I’m 
using, I will yell something 
like, “Prince nymph. Come 
on over I have plenty!”

There is no fly angler in 
the world who can resist 
a free fly – especially one 
that is catching fish.

But when they finally 
wade across the stream to 
get to those free flies, the 
trap will be sprung. I will 
offer up my box of tiny 
flies and pull out a Prince 
nymph that is a miniature 
version of the one I am 
currently using, which 
they will never see.

I should explain that 
fishing hooks are sized 
using a system in which 

the larger the number the 
smaller the hook. So, I’d 
probably hand them a fly 
in size 18 initially, which 
is one size smaller than 
anything I could tie on.

The practical advantage 
is that it would take them 
forever to tie this tiny fly 
on, if they even could. And 
while they are doing that, I 
would be catching enough 
fish to tilt the biggest and 
most fish bets heavily in 
my favour.

The less obvious advan-
tage is purely psychologi-
cal. Without saying a word, 
I would convince them 
that I have the eyes of a 
hawk – which would defi-
nitely pay huge dividends. 
For instance, if I wanted 
someone’s fishing spot, 
I would simply look way 
half a kilometre down-
stream and yell, “Holy 
cow! Did you see that huge 
trout roll?”

This and “lunch is on 

me” are the two sentences 
that no trout angler has 
ever ignored. Having got 
their attention, I would 
then yell “Whoa! Did you 
see it roll again in the run 
by the big boulder?”

There’s no way any of 
my pals are going to say 
they didn’t. 

And soon, they will 
slowly slip off to steal the 
spot, leaving me with a 
variety of options and 
them with a mythical fish.

Of course, it could back-
fire. Maybe one of those 
guys might be able to tie 
on a size 18, for all I know. 
If that’s the case, I’ll use 
the size 20 next time, until 
I have found the limits 
of their dexterity and 
eyesight.

Eventually, I’ll get to the 
point where I am handing 
them a tiny piece of lint 
and calling it a size 24 dry 
fly. Won’t that be a sight 
for sore eyes.

This year, while sitting 
at my fly-tying bench, 

I was faced with a discon-
certing fact. Some of the 
flies I am tying are too 
small for me to use. This, 
and the call of a weak 
bladder after you put on 
your waders, are issues 
that every ageing fly angler 
must eventually face. 

I can still tie tiny flies 
because I wear a magnify-
ing glasses at the bench. 
But, on the water, unless 
I take those ridiculous 
magnifiers with me, there’s 
no way I could thread the 
line through the eye of the 
hook.

Having said that, I will 
continue to tie tiny flies. 
Not out of vanity, mind 
you. But rather to gain a 
tactical advantage when 
fishing with my similarly 
aged angling pals. That’s 
what friends do.

I will have a special box 
filled with tiny flies in my 

The USS Nautilus submarine 
was the first nuclear-powered 
submarine tasked in 1958 to 
submerge below the North 
Pole to prove that the ice 
sheets were above water and 
not land.

The Arctic contains around 
ten per cent of the world’s 
fresh water. The ice also plays 
a role in keeping global climate 
stable.

The narwhal is believed to be 
a mythical creature that was 
first introduced in C.S. Lewis’ 
book The Lion, the Witch and 
the Wardrobe in 1950.

 ↆ Solutions for last week 
Truth: According to vox.com the Necco factory had been struggling 
for years, went through bankruptcy and changed hands several times 
between 2018 and 2019. Ohio-based Spangler Candy Company 
acquired the company and relaunched Sweethearts for 2020 
Valentine’s season. 
Truth: It’s been forty years since the death of Bob Marley and a five-
day festival has been happening for more than 25 years. This year’s 
MX3 Negril Bob Marley Birthday Bash 2022 may be cancelled due to 
COVID-19 
Lie: Only three Canadian entertainers have performed at the Super 
Bowl halftime show. The Weeknd (2021), Shania Twain (2003) and 
Dan Aykroyd performing as Blues Brothers with John Goodman and 
James Belushi (1997)

doubtful that 147,000 
Russian soldiers could 
actually overrun Ukraine.

They could grab a 
few border areas, and 
overwhelming Russian 
air power would protect 
them from counterat-
tacks, but that’s as big 
as this crisis could get. I 
really don’t think it will 

even get that big. Maybe 
a mini-offensive in the 
southeastern provinces 
of Donetsk and Lugansk, 
which are already partly 
Russian-controlled, but 
nothing more.

It feels a bit lonely out 
here, when lots of people 
who claim to know better 
are using apocalyptic 
terms like ‘imminent 

DYER: War will not erupt in Europe of Putin’s puzzling antics with Ukraine
invasion.’ I’ll apologize 
profusely if I’m getting this 
wrong, but it feels to me 
like some Central Intelli-
gence Agency people spot-
ted some minor Russian 
troop movements and 
rang the alarm for domes-
tic political purposes or 
just for fun.

Putin, ever the oppor-
tunist, decided to feed the 

flames and see what he 
could get out of the ensu-
ing ‘crisis.’ Biden, needing 
to rebuild his tough-guy 
image after the Afghan-
istan bug-out, took the 
same decision. The Ukrai-
nians don’t believe a word 
of it, but nobody listens to 
them. And there will not 
be a hot war in Europe, or 
even a new Cold War.
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WOOLWICH  
WILDCATS 

 �Novice U9A
Feb/10/2022 vs Guelph 
Gryphons
HOME: 13 VISITOR: 3
GOALS: Devin Vogel (2), 
Basil Ballantyne (4), Aiden 
Godwin (4), Brayden 
Clemmer, Archer Ballantyne, 
Matteo Abate
ASSISTS: Keegan Bakker, 
Matvii Kamyshnyi, Archer 
Ballantyne, Spencer Martin, 
Devin Vogel, Brayden 
Clemmer

 �Atom U10 A
Feb/12/2022 vs New 
Hamburg Huskies
HOME: 4 VISITOR: 0
GOALS: Zachary Guthrie-
Black (2), Jack Frede, Xaiden 
Weber
ASSISTS: Jack Frede (2), 
Colton Cooney (2), Luke 
Berger, Dominic Blake, Ben 
Ellis
SHUTOUTS: Blake Dally

 �Atom U10 A
Feb/14/2022 vs Guelph 
Gryphons
HOME: 5 VISITOR: 0
GOALS: Zachary Guthrie-
Black (3), Colton Cooney, 
Reid Denbok
ASSISTS: Xaiden Weber, 
Colton Cooney, Jack Frede, 
Zachary Guthrie-Black, Reid 
Denbok, Luke Berger
SHUTOUTS: William Manchur

 �PeeWee U13 LL1
Feb/12/2022 vs Centre 
Wellington U13 LL2
HOME: 6 VISITOR: 4
GOALS: Nick Shardlow (2), 
Cooper Jones, Aiden Basler, 
Alex Lloyd, James Foye 
Gondos
ASSISTS: Austin Thompson 
(2), Aiden Basler, Bryden 
Schaefer, Charlie Brodercht, 
Brylee Patterson

 �PeeWee U13AE
Feb/09/2022 vs Orangeville 
Flyers

HOME: 5 VISITOR: 1
GOALS: Jordan Martin, 
Josh Wraight, Zach Carter, 
Thomas McCarthy (2)
ASSISTS: Josh Wraight, 
Boston Esbaugh, Grant 
Rintoul, Oliver Horn(2), 
Jordan Martin, Drew Snyder

 �PeeWee U13AE
Feb/12/2022 vs Halton Hills 
Thunder
HOME: 4 VISITOR: 0
GOALS: Levi Adams, Jordan 
Martin(2), Zach Wiseman
ASSISTS: Thomas McCarthy, 
Nolan Cruickshank, Jordan 
Martin, Grant Rintoul(2)
SHUTOUTS: Mason Maurice

 �PeeWee U13AE
Feb/13/2022 vs Milton 
Winterhawks White
HOME: 2 VISITOR: 1
GOALS: Jordan Martin(2)
ASSISTS: Zach Carter, Zach 
Wiseman, Drew Snyder

 �PeeWee U13A

Feb/11/2022 vs Caledon 
Hawks
HOME: 7 VISITOR: 0
GOALS: Evan Hall, Austin 
Dietrich (4), Emmett Colwill 
& Matthew Kochut
ASSISTS: Matthew Kochut 
(2), Jaxon McGuire (2), 
Reese Martin, Emmett 
Colwill (3), Nolan Martin, 
Cameron Fisher
SHUTOUTS: Cohen Hamburger

 �PeeWee U13A
Feb/13/2022 vs Milton 
Winterhawks
HOME: 5 VISITOR: 0
GOALS: Austin Dietrich, 
Colton Brito, Mason Gear, 
Cameron Fisher, Emmett 
Colwill
ASSISTS: Nolan Martin, 
Matthew Kochut, Carson 
Kellough, Cameron Fisher, 
Reese Martin (3), Colton Brito
SHUTOUTS: Cohen Patterson

WOOLWICH  
WILD 

 �Atom LL#2
Feb/12/2022 vs Kitchener 
Lady Rangers White
HOME: 0 VISITOR: 0
SHUTOUTS: Amaia Silverberg
 

 �PeeWee U-13 B
Feb/03/2022 vs Cambridge 
Roadrunners
HOME: 1 VISITOR: 1
GOALS: Ellie Clemmer
ASSISTS: Leah Hunter
PeeWee U-13 B
Feb/05/2022 vs Wilmot 

 �Wolverines
HOME: 2 VISITOR: 1
GOALS: Emerson Smith, Ellie 
Clemmer
ASSISTS: Eden Ropp, Emily 
Brubacher, Addison Searth, 
Vienna Cooney

 �PeeWee U-13 B
Feb/06/2022 vs Walkerton 
Lady Capitals
HOME: 2 VISITOR: 0
GOALS: Addison Birmingham, 
Katelyn Snider

ASSISTS: Addison Searth, 
Chloe Futher
SHUTOUTS: Hailey Thom

 �PeeWee U-13 B
Feb/09/2022 vs Grand River 
Mustangs
HOME: 2 VISITOR: 0
GOALS: Katelyn Snider (2)
ASSISTS: 
SHUTOUTS: Hailey Thom

 �PeeWee U-13 B
Feb/11/2022 vs Cambridge 
Roadrunners
HOME: 1 VISITOR: 0
GOALS: Ellie Clemmer
ASSISTS: Cayleigh McQuinn
SHUTOUTS: Hailey Thom

 �PeeWee U-13 B
Feb/13/2022 vs Kitchener 
Lady Rangers
HOME: 1 VISITOR: 2
GOALS: Ellie Clemmer
ASSISTS: Katelyn Snider, 
Addison Searth

Exercise your freedom of expression with 
relevant discourse in your community. observerxtra.com/letters

Write a letter to the editor and 
submit it online today.
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Leading the way.
Shining a light on local enterprise, 
stoking the economic engines.
Email: newsroom@woolwichobserver.com
New Business: observerxtra.com/enterprise

BusinessBusiness The Kitchener-Waterloo Association of 
Realtors recently provided grants totaling 
$40,261 to six local shelter-based causes: 
Habitat for Humanity Waterloo Region, 
Indwell, OneRoof, Shelter Movers Waterloo 
Region, The Working Centre and Women’s 
Crisis Services of Waterloo Region.

Michele Saran has been named the new 
chief executive officer of Explore Waterloo 
Region. Most recently the CEO of Tourism 
Nova Scotia, where she helped grow the 
province's tourism economy, she replaces 
Minto Schneider, who is retiring from the 
organization after nine years in the role. 

KWAR supports shelters New tourism CEO

Justine Fraser
Observer Staff

RECOGNIZING THE 
IMPORTANCE OF 
CHILDCARE to the local 
economy, the Region of 
Waterloo is developing a 
new five-year plan to make 
daycare more accessible 
and affordable. 

As the overseer of child-
care services within its 
boundaries, the regional 
government is also aware 
that the industry has an 
ongoing labour shortage 
that’s been aggravated by 
the pandemic.

The plan is created every 
five years as part of guid-
ance and funding from 
the province of Ontario to 
create an overview of what 
the childcare system looks 
like in Waterloo Region.

“The system plan is a 
multi-year plan that is 
designed to support a 
vibrant, inclusive and 
high-quality early years 
and childcare system. The 
plan, prepared by chil-
dren’s services, is based on 
research and engagement 
from our community,” said 
Chair Karen Redman in a 
briefing last week.

“We know that child-
care is an essential part of 
our community and our 

Region looking to increase accessibility of daycare services
Latest childcare plan notes importance to economy of increased number of spaces at affordable prices

economy. The early years 
and child care system can 
have significant impacts 
on children’s development 
and long term outcomes. 
As our community 
continues to grow, we 
must continue to address 
existing barriers as well 
as quality of care that was 
made worse during the 
pandemic,” added Wool-
wich Mayor Sandy Shantz.

The seven key goals 
of the new plan include 
advocating for new 
investments, address-
ing systemic inequities, 
growing and sustaining 
the system, evaluating 
outcomes of investments, 
enhancing stakeholder 
engagement, support-
ing continuous qual-
ity improvement, and 
improving service experi-
ences. 

“The purpose is to guide 
us in working together. 
There’s lots of data about 
what is going on currently 
in the childcare system – it 
allows us to identify what 
our priorities are going 
forward and what will 
our goals be into the next 
five years,” said Barbara 
Cardow, the region’s direc-
tor of children’s services, 
in a later interview.

“The goals are to create 

a child care system, an 
earlier system that is 
accessible and affordable 
and equitable and high 
quality – a system that 
every family can access, 
with high-quality child-
care and EarlyON services. 
We know from our 
research that it currently 
is not affordable for every 
family. It’s currently not 
accessible for a number 
of families because they 
can’t get spaces. We know 

that people who are Black, 
Indigenous, racialized, 
have children with special 
needs, have parents who 
are LGBTQ2+, don’t have 
the same kind of access or 
the same experiences that 
other families might have. 
We know we have a ways 
to go on making sure that 
regardless of somebody’s 
socioeconomic status, 
that they can access space 
in the same way that 
other families can in the 

community.”  
Lack of childcare spaces 

in the region has been the 
top of many resident’s 
minds since the region 
closed the five centres it 
owned. The plan notes 
the need for more child-
care spaces, but Cardow 
says the plan doesn’t help 
address how to solve that. 
The federal $10 a day 
childcare plan, if adopted 
by the province of Ontario, 
would help ease the cost 

concerns.
“The federal plan will 

help to address afford-
ability issues because we 
are much more limited on 
what we can do around 
affordability without extra 
funding, as well as access 
– we don’t have enough 
spaces in the system 
currently. 

“We are counting on 
the federal plan helping 
us to be able to increase 

The region, which at one point ran the childcare operation at Riverside PS in Elmira, is drafting a new plan to provide for more daycare 
spaces and make the services more affordable.  Justine Fraser

→ KIND MINDS 15

REGION OF WATERLOO

Your coffee pairs nicely 
with the local news.

newsmart.ca

The store for newspaper readers.

Pick up our exclusive and very limited 
25th Anniversary mugs today. 11oz 
ceramic offered in two different styles and 
headlines. Get them before they are gone.
ceramic offered in two different styles and 

Justine Fraser
Observer Staff

PROVIDING BUSINESS 
SKILLS TO A typically 
overlooked group – young 
Black people – Waterloo 
Region’s Kind Minds 
Family Wellness will be 
running its first impact 
leadership and entrepre-
neurial program in March. 

Filling that gap is in 

→ CHILDCARE 12

New program aims to teach local Black youth business and leadership skills
keeping with the group’s 
mandate to provide cultur-
ally grounded advocacy 
for the Black community 
that addresses the likes 
of education and employ-
ment. The organization 
determined many Black 
youths felt excluded from 
similar programs already 
in place. 

“Many don’t feel like ... 
it’s inclusive for them,” 

said executive director 
of Kind Minds, Ajiriogh-
ene Evi-Cobbinah. “This 
program is aimed at filling 
the gaps. We want them to 
learn new skills that will 
help them succeed. We 
want to be there after the 
training to make sure they 
feel supported.”

With funding from 
a Region of Waterloo 
Community Innovation 

Grant, the program is 
looking for up to 20 Black 
youths between the ages 
of 15 to 21 and enrolled in 
high school to register to 
gain new skills in the busi-
ness world and learn about 
what it’s like to be a busi-
ness owner or an entrepre-
neur in the region. 

“Our goal is to help put 
them forward on a path 
and then years later after 

they open a business or 
something they say, ‘oh, 
yeah, I took that program 
and it helped me get to 
where I am.’ We would 
be so happy – that is our 
overall goal. We want to 
empower Black youth 
who don’t feel part of the 
Waterloo Region commu-
nity.”

Wanting to make a 
lasting impact in the 

region, Kind Minds Family 
Wellness created the eight-
month program that looks 
to empower Black youth 
to address racism, start 
their own business, and 
help them feel part of the 
community. 

“Some businesses they 
may not even know [have] 
Black business owners. We 
want to connect them with 
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2170 FLORADALE RD., FLORADALE • 519-669-2183

CLM
MODULAR BUILDINGS
MOVING & LEASING

RR #2 Wallenstein, Ontario

Bus: 519-698-9930
Res: 519-698-2213

33 Industrial Dr. • 519-669-1591

SANYO CANADIAN 
MACHINE WORKS 
INCORPORATED

 Experience that Works 
www.steedandevans.ca

2192 Floradale Rd. ~ Floradale, On.
(519) 669-1381

• Fabrics
• Men's Wear
• Ladies Coats
• China
• Glass Ware

Mon. Closed · Tues.-Fri. 8-6 · Sat. 8-5

371 Arthur St. S. • 519-669-3232
Farm - Auto - Truck - Industrial and we have On-the-farm service

The Quality You Demand, the Service You Deserve. 

1.800.265.6126 |

your supplier of
feeds and pet food

The Next Elmira Clinic: 
at Lion’s Hall, Elmira
Friday, February 25
2:30 - 7:30 pm 

ↆ E L M I R A  B L O O D  D O N O R  C L I N I C

390 ARTHUR ST. S.,  519-669-2015

DUB-L-EDUB-L-E
• GAS • DIESEL  

• PROPANE CYLINDER
 EXCHANGE 

 

• TOUCH-FREE CAR WASH 

ELMIRA (Hwy 86 & Road 21)

Your donation matters.
It matters to every patient across Canada. 
Because it’s something we can do today to help 
others wake up healthier tomorrow.

Patience is admirable. 
And if you agree, you 

must be impressed by the 
heaps of it shown by the 
federal government – at 
least, until the start of the 
week – with the more radi-
cal elements of the 2022 
Freedom Convoy.

Most of us wondered 
why a response by the 
Prime Minister or the 
premiers for that matter, 
was so slow to come. 
Minorities reminded 
everyone that if they were 
the defiant ones blocking 
borders, jeopardizing 
business and breaking 
laws and impeding other 
people’s rights, they would 
be quickly shut down. 

So why not truckers? 
Were they allowed to keep 
doing what they did in 
the name of a hoped-for 
peaceful solution?

Joe told us to do something. So, we did.
OWEN 

ROBERTS 
Food For 
Thought

It seems to me no 
Canadian leader, includ-
ing Ontario Premier Doug 
Ford who went snow-
mobiling at his cottage 
while Ottawa was under 
siege, really knew what 
to do until US President 
Joe Biden very publicly 
offered Canada a helping 
hand…which was tanta-
mount to him saying 
‘clean up your act.’

Business was being 
affected. Cross-border 
trade had ground to a halt. 
Manufacturing plants 
were closing down in part 
because of the truck-
ers’ blockade, but more 
so, because no one was 
talking. Lots of shouting, 
but no talking.

The truckers said they 
wanted someone (the 
Prime Minister, pref-
erably) to meet with 

them, assure them their 
concerns were heard and 
say something like change 
was possible. No one did 
that, which for the Prime 
Minister’s safety was likely 
the right decision. 

But it threw fuel on 
the fire. The COVID-19 
numbers were falling 
and it would have been a 
low-risk proposition to tell 
the protesters change was 
more possible than ever – 
a great Canadian compro-
mise that didn’t happen.

However, when Biden 
said ‘Canada, I’m here for 
you,’ things started chang-
ing. If Ford or Trudeau 
couldn’t figure out how 
to get semi-trailers off the 

Ambassador Bridge, the 
US military could, and 
everyone knew it.

Not long after Biden 
spoke, Ford declared 
a state of emergency. 
Trudeau invoked emer-
gency measures. The writ-
ing was on the wall and the 
protesters’ dwindled. 

So thanks to Biden’s 
offer to help, Canada had 
the peaceful solution it 
craved. There would be no 
TV footage of cops versus 
citizens – not this time, 
anyway. 

But who doubts this is 
the end? 

No one.
To me, one of the 

proudest moments of this 
whole battle was when 
agriculture groups refused 
to support the convoy. 
Trucking and agriculture 
significantly depend 

on each other. But the 
truckers went too far when 
they tread on cross-bor-
der trade, a staple of the 
Canadian agri-food sector. 
Blocking trade meant the 
truckers had committed a 
strategic error – they were 
hurting farmers, an unin-
tended but unacceptable 
effect for everyone from 
Biden to Canada’s Agricul-
ture and Agri-food Minister 
Marie-Claude Bibeau.

On Monday, from 
Ottawa, the minister 
released a statement 
saying she’d met with 
industry leaders who said 
the blockade is having a 
significant impact on the 
livelihood of Canadian 
farm families and busi-
nesses who cannot sustain 
any more delays.

“The border blockades 
across the country are 

affecting the safe move-
ment of livestock, feed 
and goods and is adversely 
impacting Canada’s food 
supply chain,” she said. 
“The disruptions have 
caused a threat to our 
economy and public safety 
and they are hurting farm-
ers, small businesses and 
our communities across 
the country…we need 
these blockades to end to 
avoid food loss and waste, 
as well as added costs for 
everyone in the supply 
chain including Canadian 
consumers.”

By that time, though, 
the blockades were almost 
history.

It was the kind of line-
in-the-sand statement 
the public was looking for 
about a week earlier. 

And it came from Joe 
Biden.

the number of spaces and 
to make childcare more 
affordable. Really, we can’t 
address that sufficiently 
without additional fund-
ing. There has to be target 
funding to address those 
areas.”

The union that 
represents some regional 
workers, including those 
who were impacted by 
the closure of the region-
owned facilities, notes 
childcare workers are 
under a tremendous 
amount of stress due to the 
pandemic.

Noelle Fletcher, presi-
dent of CUPE Local 1883, 
adds there’s an increasing 

shortage of spaces in the 
region.

“The childcares have 
been dealing with staff 
shortages, no access 
to PCR testing, very 
limited supply to N95 
masks and erosion of 
reporting requirements 
leading to serious safety 
concerns among workers, 
childcare operators and 
parents. They’re dealing 
with opening and clos-
ing based on outbreaks: 
people getting sick and 
having to quarantine. 
They’re just as stressed 
out if not more than other 
people. But not a lot of 
attention has gone to 
what the childcare system 

is going through,” said 
Fletcher. 

The pandemic has put a 
large strain on the child-
care system, as many oper-
ators have had to learn 
new health and safety 
rules while dealing with 
a staffing shortage. Many 
children in their care are 
also unable to get vacci-
nated as they are under 
five years of age. 

“It’s been, pretty 
frankly, an exhausting 
year or two years for 
educators and operators 
who have really had to 
change everything about 
how they operate and 
to meet the necessary 
health and safety require-

CHILDCARE: Providers already facing staffing challenges before the pandemic have even bigger hurdles now
→ FROM 11 ments. So that has had a 

significant impact both 
on the energy because it’s 
taken a lot of energy to 
adjust and the rules have 
changed a lot over the last 
two years,” said Cardow.

“Also, families are 
under a lot of stress. 
Educators are playing 
a much stronger role in 
supporting families who 
are under stress, which 
is stressful in itself. It 
costs a lot more to operate 
a childcare program in 
a pandemic because of 
the costs associated with 
needing extra staffing so 
that you can maintain 
groups in their cohorts or 
continue to screen and 

purchase the equipment 
that you need. It has cost 
operators more than 
normal to operate a child-
care program,” she added, 
noting “early childhood 
educators tend to be quite 
underpaid for the work 
that they do.”

Another reason for the 
labour shortage in child-
care in the region is the 
inability to get enough 
qualified staff to operate 
the centres. 

“In addition to the higher 
cost, childcare programs 
are reporting that they 
are not able to get enough 
qualified staff sometimes 
to operate because people 
are just either leaving the 

field or they’re just not 
entering the field to work 
in childcare at the same 
rate that they used to,” 
Cardow explained.

“We have received 
funding from the federal 
government to support 
that workforce strategy. 
We are working together 
with the childcare 
community to try to find 
new and different ways to 
attract and, more impor-
tantly, retain early child-
hood educators in the field 
by providing the kinds of 
supports and recognition 
that they need.”

The plan is currently 
working its way to regional 
council by month’s end.  
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HORIZON
ON THE

Stay Safe
Lead the Way!

The days are getting longer and the sunshine
feeling stronger... So, get into nature from outside

or in, and find fun ways to grow your grin. 
Older Adults can enjoy and benefit from being in nature 
both physically and psychologically. As Hippocrates said: 

“the physician treats, but nature heals.”

Watch & Wonder
Forest Bathing:  walk in the forest 
looking for animal tracks; look at the 
trees outside your window noticing 
their foliage and what lives there 

Birdwatching: clear a space by
the window to watch the trees and  
telephone wires; put seed in your 
hand on a walk; or make a simple 
birdfeeder from a pinecone slathered 
in peanut butter and rolled in seeds 
hung with twine

Gardening: start an indoor garden or 
plan your outdoor spring garden 

Photography: Take photos of 
beautiful nature from inside your 
home or out; the first one that brings 
a smile to your face post on social 
media or your fridge or text to a 
friend,  spreading and repeating the 
joys of nature.

If you or someone you know are experiencing an emotional crisis, 
please reach out for immediate support at 1.844.437.3247

HERE
��
SEVEN

ON THEON THEON THE
Hope

Follow on Twitter @WWOlderAdults

519.664.1900         1.855.664.1900
COMMUNITY CARE CONCEPTS

For access to information services and support contact
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Your full-service computer depot for a digital world.

Find us online www.realitybytescomputers.com

ELMIRA
36 Oriole Pkwy E.
519-669-5551
FERGUS
920 St. David St. N.,
519-787-0006

WE REPAIR ALL MAKES AND MODELS

System
Upgrades

Virus
Removal

Backup &
Recovery

E-Waste
Depot

FEBRUARY
WE ARE

OPEN FOR 
WALK-IN

BUSINESS

$59999 $39999

COME SEE US IN ELMIRA OR FERGUS TO CHECK OUT THESE GREAT DEALS ... and much m�e!

$44999

HP X360 1030 G2 
TOUCH SCREEN

i7-7600U 2.8ghz, 
8gb DDR4 Ram, 

256gb SSD, 13.3” FLIP 
TOUCH Screen

Windows 10 OS

DESKTOPS LAPTOPS  IPADSMACBOOKS

$17999

AMD A4-9120C APU 
 4GB x 32GB   

11.6” LCD  

HP CHROMEBOOK G8

AMD A4-9120C APU 

Dell E7450 
Intel i5 5300u 2.3ghz,

8GB DDR3 Ram,
256 GB SSD HD 14”

1920x1080 screen, 
Windows OS

$27999

LENOVO
T570!

Intel i7 6700u 
2.6GHZ, 8GB Ram,

256GB SSD,
 15.6” Screen,

Windows 10 OS

$69999

Apple 
MacBook 

Starting at

SAVE 
$120!

iPad 5
32 GB

Regular$29999$29999

BLOWOUT!

MacBook 

15.6”
SCREEN!

256gb SSD, 13.3” FLIP 

Intel i5 5300u 2.3ghz,

256 GB SSD HD 14”

TOUCH SCREEN

256gb SSD, 13.3” FLIP MacBook 

WOW!
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NONPROFIT 
APPRECIATION 

WEEK
FEBRUARY 14 - 20, 2022

It’s the first ever #Nonpro�tAppreciationWeek and we 
celebrate Ontario’s 58,000 nonprofits and our dedicated workers.

We are proud to be part of the vibrant nonprofit sector.

Woolwich Community 
Health Centre
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103 Ontario St. S., Kitchener • 519-745-4053 • Monday to Friday 10:30 - 6 • Saturday 11-4 • www.jamiesonsbilliards.com

Since 1929
Family Owned and Operated

Pool Tables

Foosball
Tables Made in Canada

by Canada Billiards

Dart Board
Cabinets

with
Scoreboard

See us for Outdoor
Ping Pong Tables

BILLIARDS
If you have a love for billiards and an appreciation for great billiard tables, 
or if you are a fan of any indoor games, then you owe it to yourself to visit

Jamieson’s Billiard Sales & Service.

• Pool Table Sales, Service,
Supplies and Accessories

• Recovering and Refurbishing

• Billiard Table Lights
• WE DELIVER!

FREE PARKING AT THE DOOR!

See us for:

103 Ontario St. S., Kitchener • 519-745-4053 • Monday to Friday 10:30 - 6 • Saturday 11-4 • www.jamiesonsbilliards.com

Pool Tables

or if you are a fan of any indoor games, then you owe it to yourself to visit
Jamieson’s Billiard Sales & Service.

Darts
Dart Boards

and Accessories

For information, services or support 
contact Community Care Concepts

519-664-1900  |  1-855-664-1900

Meals on Wheels • Transportation 
Day Programs  • Homemakers • Maintenance

Friendly Visitors • Community Meals  • Social Programs
Transportation from Hospital to Home 

FREE Community Exercise and Falls Prevention Classes 
FREE Short Term Home Support 

Community Care Concepts Community Care Concepts 
of Woolwich, Wellesley and Wilmot

Helping Seniors and Adults with Disabilities to Live 
Independently in Their Own Home 

Happy Family Day

TIM LOUISMember of Parliament,
Kitchener-Conestoga

519-578-3777 TimLouisMP.ca Tim.Louis@parl.gc.ca@TimLouisKitCon

From my family to yours, I wish you and your
loved ones a safe and Happy Family Day.

Some Elmira kids found a use for the abundant snow, and perhaps 
a way to address the housing crunch, with this igloo. 

mentors and give them a 
chance to learn what it’s 
like to run a business. How 
to do the finances, every-
thing, the daily life. We 
want to teach them what 
it’s like to run a business 
and deal with things like 
racism or discrimination 
while working,” said 
Evi-Cobbinah.

The new program 
includes daytrips, work-
shops, meeting entrepre-
neurs and connecting with 
other community organi-
zations. Black youth will 
learn more about being 
in the business world in 
the region and will get to 
demonstrate what they’ve 
learned.  

The regional grant of 
$50,000 allowed Kind 
Minds Family Wellness 
to offer the Black Youth 

Impact Program this year 
and next, to empower local 
Black youth. 

“We want to give them 
tools to succeed, and 
this program will help 
connect them in the 
community. We know they 
feel excluded from many 
programs here in the 
region, they don’t think 
they can apply to them, 
it’s maybe not meant for 
them. It’s a bit of why Kind 
Minds Family Wellness 
was created, to fill the 
gaps, to reach them, 
to empower them and 
educate them.”

Registration is now 
open. To register for the 
program or for more 
information about the 
organization and the Black 
Youth Impact Program, 
visit www.kindmindsfami-
lywellness.org.

KIND MINDS: Empowering youth
→ FROM 11

2022
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Read a local best 
seller every week.
Local stories that inspire.
Email: newsroom@woolwichobserver.com
Tips: observerxtra.com/tips

AD SPOT - NON PRINTING

ArtsArts The original Killing Joke lineup this week 
announced the Lord of Chaos EP, marking 
their first new material in seven years. Killing 
Joke confirm that all hope is probably lost 
– or at least missing – with their first new 
studio material in over seven years.

The Art Gallery of Ontario (AGO) has a new 
series exploring great art and ideas from all 
corners of the globe – from Cuba, the Philip-
pines, Montreal to Iqaluit, and Toronto. The 
diversity complements current exhibitions 
Fragments of Epic Memory, Matthew Wong: 
Blue View and Robert Houle: Red is Beautiful.
www.ago.ca

Killing Joke’s new EP On tap at the AGO

Here for you and your business.
We’re open by appointment for all your corporate 
and personal income tax needs.

Justine Fraser
Observer Staff

LOCAL ARTIST JACKIE 
PARTRIDGE HAS 
created five free land-
scape painting tutorials 
anyone can follow along 
to from their home via her 
YouTube page. It’s a way 
to help people who are just 
starting out in the art form, 
which has seen some-
thing of a boom as people 
have been stuck at home 
throughout the pandemic.

All of the scenic paint-
ings are places found 
around Waterloo Region, 
the countryside, for 
instance, being the subject 

Going online to share her love of painting with others 
Jackie Partridge’s latest artistic outlet is a series of online tutorials that features local landscapes to provide painting tips to budding artists.  Submitted

of the sunset on the farm 
field tutorial. 

“I live in Wellesley and 
a lot of the landscapes are 
kind of around that area 
just from driving. I work at 
a school in Kitchener, and 
so a lot of the landscapes 
are kind of on my drive to 
work or around the area,” 
noted Partridge about her 
choice of imagery.

After receiving a grant 
from the Region of Water-
loo Arts Fund, Partridge 
was able to buy supplies 
and coordinate the video 
tutorial creations that the 
public can use whenever 
they wish. This virtual 
activity is great for anyone 

looking to get artsy at 
home by themselves or 
with others for a fun group 
paint.

The original paintings 
now hang in the Ayr 
branch of the Region 
of Waterloo Library – 
Partridge donated them so 
the community could view 
them in-person.

“I just like capturing 
the beauty of our area. I 
think we’re really kind of 
privileged to be around 
such great farmland and 
skies – they’re just always 
changing and evolving.”

Partridge has been 
painting for more than 15 
years and regularly posts 

painting tutorials online.
“My YouTube channel, 

I make different painting 
tutorials every month. 
So that’s on the go. I have 
an exhibition, it’s a juried 
show at Cambridge Art 
Galleries that’s for emerg-
ing artists. I’m always look-
ing for new opportunities. 
I’m just really grateful for 
the Region of Waterloo Art 
Fund, for their grants and 
just being able to support 
young emerging artists like 
myself.”

Partridge will also be 
hosting a virtual painting 
workshop in March for the 
Region of Waterloo Library. 

The current series of 

acrylic painting tutorials of 
Waterloo Region land-
scapes include a ‘Canoe 
the Grand’ painting, a corn 
field at sunset, a hydro 
pole in a field, a farm field 
at sunset and a morning 
sunrise with cloudy skies. 

“They’re really great 
for beginner painters or 
people who are a little bit 
more experienced so they 
can learn colour mixing. 
Just the basics: how to 
paint a perspective. I 
walk people through the 
steps of how to paint the 
different photos that I took 
from around the region,” 
said Partridge about who 
the painting tutorials are 

geared towards.
In the past Partridge has 

taught painting classes or 
workshops in person but 
had to pivot digitally like 
many other artists during 
the pandemic. 

“I think it’s always  a 
really hard change with 
virtual learning and virtual 
programming. That’s kind 
of why I started a YouTube 
channel as well. I was just 
teaching art workshops at 
different galleries or more 
in-person events, so it’s 
definitely different, but I 
think it’s really important 
that people still have an 
opportunity to do art and 
be creative.”

Wellesley artist Jackie Partridge’s latest teaching moment comes via five free landscape tutorials on her YouTube channel
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Seven days. 
One paper.
A bestseller every week.
Phone: 519-669-5790 ext 104
Email: ads@woolwichobserver.com
Job Listings: jobs.observerxtra.com

ClassifiedsClassifieds
Please call or email for display advertising 
quotes for Help Wanted, Auctions, Real 
Estate, Public Notices, Service Pro Directory 
and Obituaries.

Family Album Notices:
Order and pay for family announcement 
notices online at:
observerxtra.com/order-family-album.

All classified advertising is prepaid. Ads 
will be accepted in person, email,  or phone  
during regular office hours. Deadline is 
Wednesdays by 10am. Order and pay online 
at: observerxtra.com/classifieds.

Residential:  $9 per 20 words 
  (20¢ per extra word)

Commercial:  $15 per 20 words 
  (30¢ per extra word)

Advertising Placing a classified ad

Farm equipment operator and general farm 
labourer; operating �rewood processer, 
also truck driver for �rewood business. 
Some shop work included. Being mechani-
cally minded would be an asset, with 
minimum AZ restricted driver’s license. Can 
train for license. Living quarters available.

Full Time and/ or 
Part Time Position 

Call James Gerber 519-274-1984
        Collin Gerber  519-274-1236

No Sunday calls please

On farm by Gadshill, ON 

Production Positions (2) 
Full-Time, Afternoon and Night Shifts Available

Warehouse Position
Full-Time, Day Shift Available

Successful applicant will be
• Experienced and able to work in a physically 

demanding job with repetitive lifting up to 50lbs
• Successful working in a fast-paced 

environment with strong attention to detail
• Punctual and have a reliable means of 

transportation
• Experienced in agricultural work (preferred)

We offer competitive wages, 
benefits and retirement savings

To Apply, please forward your resume to:
ffmjobs@ffmltd.com

Human Resources, Floradale Feed Mill Limited
2131 Floradale Road, Floradale, ON N0B 1V0

Floradale Feed Mill Ltd. is an equal opportunity employer. 
We appreciate all who apply but only those selected for 

an interview will be contacted

NOW HIRING!!

Woodworking Craftsman
Join a young, dynamic team that keeps growing! Woodland 
Horizon Ltd designs, manufacturers, finishes and installs high 
quality custom cabinetry and solid wood stairs. Our shop and 
showroom are located in the town of Drayton. At Woodland, 
one of our core values is Respect. Respect for our team members 
and respect for our customers. Continuous improvement is also 
a big part of who we are. We are constantly looking for new and 
innovative ways to make our team members jobs easier and 
more efficient. 

We are looking for a full time, permanent 

Kitchen Cabinet Installer
to join our team. In this position you would be working with 

one of our install teams installing high quality custom kitchens 
and stairs. In this position you would be reporting 

to our  Install manager.

Required skills
• Respectful
• Ability to read blueprints
• Cabinet building experience will be an asset
• Cabinet install experience will be an asset
• Motivated and enthusiastic 
• Courteous and friendly
• Dependable
• No post secondary education required

This position is full time, with benefits
after probationary period.

If you are interested in joining a vibrant and
growing company, please send your resume to 

laverne@woodlandhorizon.com
or call 519.638.5961 to set up an interview.

Only those receiving an interview will be contacted. Thank you.

NOW HIRING FULL TIME
ROOF TRUSS ASSEMBLERS

Must be team oriented, ambi�ous & responsible
No experience required

Mar-Span offers compe��ve wages, produc�on
bonuses and employee benefits.

Please apply with resume in person
or email resume to marv@marspan.com

We would like to thank all applicants, however
only those selected for interview will be contacted.

7221 Side Rd. 16 Drayton, ON

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Looking for individuals to help in our growing 
lumber yard, picking orders, loading and 

unloading trucks, and general yard duties. 
Must be team-oriented, ambitious and responsible. 

We provide a safe, professional environment 
and offer competitive wages and benefits.

LOOKING FOR 
FULL TIME 

YARD
HELP

arnold@marspan.com    519-638-3505
EMAIL OR FAX RESUME TO

building centre

Looking for individuals to help in our growing Looking for individuals to help in our growing 

building centrebuilding centre

IN ELMIRA

MAR-SPAN

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted, Auctions and 
Word Ads continue on page 18

Flash Freight Systems looking for an energetic and friendly 
WAREHOUSE CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE. 
Our strong team and committed clients have continued to 
enable us to grow our team, even in these uncertain times. 

The successful applicant will manage existing customer 
orders and inventory management for our warehouse 
as well as assist in the implementation and monitoring 
of quality control systems to ensure product safety. 
Attention to detail and experience with the Microsoft 
Office suite of products are key elements of this position 
which is based at our Ariss location. 

Contact: hr@flashfreight.ca or 519-821-8878 x 411 

Help Wanted

Farm 
Services

BAGGED PINE SHAV-
INGS AGRICULTURAL 
Spray Lime, 22.5kg. 
bag; feed grade lime, 
25kg. Delivered. Call 
George Haffner Truck-
ing, 519-574-4141 or 
519-669-2045.

FERTILIZER AND SEED 
GRAIN - AT COMPETI-
tive pricing. Call 
George Haffner Truck-
ing, 519-574-4141.

ICE SALT & ICE MELT 
- ICE SALT COMES IN 
20kg, Ice melt comes 
in 20kg bags. Call 
George Haffner Truck-
ing, 519-574-4141 or 
519-669-2045.

KILN DRIED CORN & 
CORN SCREENING 
Delivered by Einwech-
ter. Minimum 15 ton 
lots. Call George 
Haffner Trucking 
519-574-4141 or 
519-669-2045.
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We currently have an opening for 

Maintenance Mechanic
Candidates for this full-time position will work 
straight nights from 10pm to 6am. Occasional 

weekend work is required. Previous agricultural 
work is preferred. 

Successful applicant will have: 
• 5 years of relevant experience
• Excellent problem solving skills
• Technical or College Diploma in industrial mechanic
• Experience developing effective work 

relationships with other team members
• Lives within 35kms of mill facility is preferred

We offer a competitive wage, RSP matched 
contributions, and health/dental benefits. 

To Apply, please forward your resume to:
Human Resources, Floradale Feed Mill Limited

2131 Floradale Road, Floradale, ON N0B 1V0
Or email: ffmjobs@ffmltd.com

We appreciate all who apply but only those 
selected for an interview will be contacted. TENDER CLOSING DATE: MONDAY, FEB. 28, 2022 @ 5pm

LOCATION: 3 km North West of Guelph on Wellington 
Rd. 86, Guelph/Eramosa Township 

VIEWING:  BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Please Contact Kurtz 
Auctions Inc. 519-836-0342 OR Kurtzauctionsinc@gmail.com

FARMS FOR SALE BY TENDER
Rare side by side farms 

Kurtz Auctions Inc.

Kurtz Auctions Inc. / Auctioneer: 
Brian S Kurtz (519)836-0342  |  Email: kurtzauctionsinc@gmail.com 

See www.kurtzauctionsinc.ca and https://facebook.com/
brian.kurtz3950 for photos and update on new items.  

183 acres/170 acres workable
Corner Farm
Well kept 2 story century red brick house 
Detached garage, Bank barn & Driving sheds
Fully developed land with lots of potential

104 acres/100 acres workable
Highway frontage
2 story century brick house
Great Cash Crop Farm
With Endless Possibilities

Auction

Help Wanted

Go to: mrjutzi.hibid.com/auctions

www.mrjutzi.ca

M. R. JUTZI & Co.
5100 Fountain St. N., Breslau   519.648.2111

February 15th till February 22nd
(Closing starts February 22nd - 2pm)

FEBRUARY TOOL & WOODWORKING 
TIMED ONLINE AUCTION

Cars and Trucks
Saturday, February 19th at 9:30am

FEBRUARY VEHICLE AUCTION
-  WEBCAST ONLINE

Auction
Continued  

from page 17

Metzger Veterinary Services is a veterinary practice that was 
established in 2002 by Dr. Ken Metzger, in Linwood, Ontario.  
We offer a full range of veterinary services including emergency
and preventative health consultations. We serve a considerable 
portion of Ontario’s livestock industry. Providing unparalleled 
customer service is our top priority.

MVS staff members can expect continuous learning, 
collaboration and job satisfaction. We are committed to a 
strong family-oriented culture.

Our company requires a Cattle Technician to join the team 
at our clinic in Linwood.

Job Duties:
• Working with the cattle processing crew
• Assisting with bovine and sheep exports
• Assisting veterinarians as needed 
• Bring a positive and enthusiastic attitude to work with you

Qualifications & Skills Required: 
• Computing and general technology skills are an asset
• Superb customer service skills
• A collaborative attitude and a drive to do good work
• A positive and professional manner with clients and co-workers

A valid G driver’s license and clean driver’s abstract is required.

Flexibility with work hours is required.  Based on seasonal 
workload, there may be longer than usual days.  Availability 
for some evening and weekend work is an asset

This is a full-time position located on site at our Linwood, 
Ontario location. We offer a competitive remuneration 
package, including benefits. Interested applicants may apply 
via e-mail to amanda@metzgervet.com.

Metzger Veterinary Services is dedicated to maintaining a respectful, fair and equitable 
work environment, and welcomes submissions from all qualified applicants. We are 
committed to providing a barrier free workplace. If accommodation is required during 
the selection or interview process it will be available upon request. This job posting is 
available in an accessible format upon request.

Help Wanted

Start date March 2022

No experience needed, will train

Starting wage $20+/hour 
Siding installation, carpentry, 
and other metal work experience 
= higher wage $25+/hour

HIRING
METAL ROOFING 
INSTALLER

CALL OR TEXT ABE AT 519-500-1611

Help Wanted

 ↆ R E A L  E S T A T E

FREE

Call for details:
519-503-2753

HOME
EVALUATION

Listings Needed!
Thinking of Selling?
Listings Needed!
Thinking of Selling?

ACCREDITED 
SENIORS AGENT

CALL FOR YOUR
FREE MARKET EVALUATION

BROKERAGE

BRAD MARTIN
Broker of Record,
MVA Residential

35 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE YOU CAN RELY ON!

R.W. THUR REAL ESTATE LTD.
Offi  ce: 519-669-2772  |  Cell: 519-741-6231

45 Arthur St. S., Elmira | www.thurrealestate.com

NEW LISTING

Spotless detached home located be-
side a walking trail. 3 bdrms with a 
large master bdrm w/walk-in closet. 
Updated 5 pc bathroom. Upper loft/
offi ce area. Combination L.R./D.R. 
with laminate fl ooring. Eat-in kitch-
en w/sliders to covered deck & fully 
fenced yard. Cozy rec room, laundry 
& cold room in basement. Freshly 
decorated. New MLS  $699,900.00

10 Brookmead St., Elmira

Rentals
FOR RENT IN ELMIRA 
- 4 BEDROOM HOUSE, 
2 bathrooms, appli-
ances  inc luded, 
finished basement, 
central air. $2250/
mth + utilities. Call 
519-669-3056.

Trades & 
Services

RON'S DRYWALL AND 
RENOVATIONS. OVER 
35 years experi-
ence. Please call  
519-496-7539 or email 
ron.spncr@gmail.com

Coming 
Events

D O E S  O R I G I N A L 
CHRISTIANITY STILL 
exist  today? Al l 
welcome to free, 
quiet meetings, held 
at: Polski Dom Hall 
2711 Shantz Station 
Rd. Breslau, ON N0B 
1M0. Sundays 4 - 5 
p.m. Wednesdays: 
7:30 - 8:30 p.m. 
bibleforme21@gmail.
com 613 327 3615. 
(ASL, French, Span-
ish, Italian available). 
Standard government 
requirements for gath-
erings required. This is 
not intended to solicit 
membership.

Stickers, buttons, 
flip pads, journals, 
mugs, pens, 
books, touques, 
caps & more.

newsmart.ca

Support your local newspaper.

100% LOCAL
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Breslau
Elmira
St. Jacobs

Please note, all siren locations will
sound for short periods of time with
one instance being for 3 minutes in
length.

The communities affected are:

NOTICE OF TEST
Township Siren Testing
Tuesday, February 22, 2022
Between 1:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.

Woolwich Township Test of the
AlertWR Notificaiton System
Tuesday, February 22, 2022

at approximantely 12:00 p.m..

A test message will be issued to all Woolwich residents.

AlertWR is a service that allows residents to receive important
public safety messages in the event of large scale emergencies

such as floods, severe weather, or significant power outages.
Notifications can be delivered to home phones, mobile phones,

text and email.

This is a test of the systems only
DO NOT call 911

Subscribe today!
Visit www.AlertWR.ca
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Community
Information Page

“ P R O U D L Y  R E M E M B E R I N G  O U R  P A S T ;  C O N F I D E N T L Y  E M B R A C I N G  O U R  F U T U R E . ”

P.O. Box 158
24 Church St. W.

Elmira, Ontario
N3B 2Z6

After Hours
Emergency:

519-575-4400
www.woolwich.ca

Phone:
519-669-1647

or 877-969-0094
Fax: 519-669-1820

Ryan Tucker, P.Eng.
Engineering Project Supervisor
Township of Woolwich
24 Church Street West, P.O. Box 158
Elmira, ON  N3B 1M5
Phone: (519) 669-1647 ext. 6048
Email: rtucker@woolwich.ca

TOWNSHIP OF WOOLWICH
CLASS ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

BRESLAU WET WELL UPGRADES
NOTICE OF STUDY COMMENCEMENT
The Township of Woolwich (Township) currently 
discharges wastewater from the Breslau 
Settlement to the City of Kitchener (City) owned 
Breslau Wet Well. The current development in 
Breslau is approaching the threshold of the 
Breslau Wet Well approved capacity and the 
system needs to be upgraded.
The Township is seeking to identify pumping 
station alternatives, including expanding 
or re-locating the existing Breslau Wet Well. 
The preferred solution will be determined 
by assessing the objectives of protection of the natural and built environments, minimal 
disruptions to residents and surrounding areas, engaging a broad range of stakeholders, and 
optimizing the systems’ capacity and life-cycle cost. while documenting the study process 
in compliance with the Municipal Class Environmental Assessment Schedule “B” process.  
This study will complete a Municipal Class EA for the construction of a sanitary pump station 
and prepare the preliminary design. The study will follow guidance outlined in the Municipal 
Class EA document (as amended in 2007, 2011, and 2015).
Upon completion of this study, an Environmental Study Report (ESR) documenting the process 
will be submitted to the Ministry of the Environment, Conservation, and Parks (MECP) and will 
be available for public review for a period of 30 calendar days. Before any decisions are made 
on the recommendation, or acceptance of the preferred solution, all interested parties will have 
an opportunity to attend a Public Information Centre (PIC) meeting. Notifi cation of the PIC will 
be provided at the appropriate time by means of a similar advertisement in this newspaper.
Public, Indigenous, and agency consultation is a key component of the Class EA process, and 
we value your input during the planning process. If you wish to be placed on the mailing list 
to receive notices and information, or, if you wish to provide comments at any time during the 
Class EA process, you can do so by contacting:
Gemma Charlebois, M.A.Sc., P.Eng.
Technical Manager, Water/Wastewater
MTE Consultants Inc.
520 Bingemans Centre Drive
Kitchener, ON  N2B 3X9 
Phone : (519) 743-6500 ext. 1227
Cell Phone : (519) 465-3874
Email: gcharlebois@mte85.com 

Information will be collected in accordance with the Municipal Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act. With the 
exception of personal information, please note all comments will become part of the public record.
This Notice fi rst issued February 14, 2022. 
http://www.woolwich.ca/en/newsevents/Engineering_Public_Notices.asp

Notice of Public Meeting
Township of Woolwich

Technical Advisory Group (TAG) Meeting
Thursday, February 24, 2022

6:30 p.m. Public Meeting
Please note this will be a virtual meeting only and public attendance at the Township offi ces 
will not be permitted. Below is information on how you can participate in the meeting. 

HOW TO PARTICIPATE
As in-person meetings are not an option at this time, you can view the meeting by
REGISTERING with the Support Specialist on or before 12 noon on Tuesday, February 22nd. To 
register please email lschaefer@woolwich.ca or phone 519-669-1647, ext. 6112.  Once you 
are registered the Support Specialist will forward information on how to connect to the Zoom 
meeting (i.e. zoom Wi-Fi login or toll-free conference call number). 

COVID-19 Woolwich Township Update
Township Offi ce
With staff working a mix of in offi ce and from home, it is recommended that you use our 
services offered online or phone to book an appointment before visiting the offi ce to ensure 
we are available to assist you.  
The following services can be accessed through our website:

• Tax & Water Bills can now be paid online: www.woolwich.ca/taxes
• Building Permits can be applied for and paid online: www.woolwich.ca/buildingpermits
• Parking Tickets can now be paid online: www.woolwich.ca/parkingtickets
• Report Issues or Service Requests (By-law Enforcement, Potholes, Signs, Streetlights, 

Trees, Winter Maintenance, etc..) online: www.woolwich.ca/reportit
For current information on facilities and services, please visit www.woolwich.ca or call 
519-669-1647. For health information, call the Region of Waterloo Public Health 519-575-4400.

Public Health Information
All our vaccination clinics are open for appointments!  To book an appointment or fi nd a 
walk-in location, visit: regionofwaterloo.ca/GetVaccinated
A rural vaccination clinic is coming to Breslau for two days!  No appointments are needed!

When:  Monday, February 21st and Tuesday, February 22nd, 2022
Where: Breslau Community Centre, 100 Andover Drive, Breslau
Time: 9:30am – 8:00pm (both days)

Mental Health supports
If you are struggling or need support, you have access to local, professional mental health 
supports through the Woolwich Counselling Centre by calling 519-669-8651 or visiting 
www.woolwichcounselling.org.  
You can also reach out to the Waterloo Region 24/7 Crisis line at 1-866-644-0326.  
We are here for you.

Recreation Programs and Facilities
Township Recreation facilities are open to the public. Please note that capacity restrictions 
and other safety protocols will be in place as regulated by the Province of Ontario.
Residents are reminded that as per Ontario Regulation 645/21, all individuals who 
are entering indoor municipal recreation facilities will be required to provide proof of 
vaccination with enhanced certifi cate with QR code along with ID. 
Exemptions include: 

• Children under 12 years old 
• Individuals with a medical exemption must show provincially issued QR code 

Visitors must continue to Covid pre-screen prior to entering. Participants are asked to pre-
register for all drop-in programs as capacities are limited. 
We ask for your patience & understanding as our Recreation staff work to keep our patrons, 
volunteers and staff safe.

Local Business Resources
In response to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, the Township’s Economic Development 
and Tourism department continues to support local businesses access Federal and 
Provincial fi nancial aids.

• Order your FREE supply of masks online at:
     https://forms.woolwich.ca/Small-Business-PPE-Mask-Request; 
• Ontario Staycation Tax Credit – get back up to 20% Ontario accommodation expenses 

in 2022;
• Qualifying CEBA loan forgiveness is being extended from December 31, 2022, to 

December 31, 2023;
• Ontario Business Costs Rebate Program and Small Business Grants reopened on 

January 18;
• For mental health support, contact Woolwich Counselling Centre at 519-669-8651 or 

email at info@woolwichcounselling.org.
For more information about government programs and other business supports call 
519-669-6020 or email: EconomicDevelopment@woolwich.ca
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COVID-19 Vaccine 
Walk-in Community Clinic 

Talk to a real person 24/7 in over 200 languages: 519-514-1499 
Deaf and hard of hearing (TTY): 519-575-4608 

 

Walk-ins only. No appointments. 

Don’t miss this opportunity to get vaccinated.  

Moderna or Pfizer (adults 30+) Pfizer (age 5-29).  
 

Location: Breslau Community Centre  
 100 Andover Drive, Breslau, ON N0B 1M0  

 

Date: Monday, February 21 & 
 Tuesday, February 22 

  

Time:  9:30 a.m. – 8 p.m. 
     

 
 

COVID-19 is still a serious risk to  
Waterloo Region. 
 

• Vaccination is very important even if you had COVID-19. 
• Compared to people who received 2 or 3 doses of vaccine,  

unvaccinated people have a higher risk of serious illness: 
o 6 times higher risk of being in the hospital. 
o 12 times higher risk of being in the Intensive Care Unit. 

• The vaccine protects you, your family and community. 
• 1st and 2nd dose for anyone born in 2016 or earlier 
• 3rd dose anyone 18 or older, 84 days after 2nd dose 
• 3rd dose for anyone 12-17, 168 days after 2nd dose 
• Vaccination will stop the spread of COVID-19. 
• Nurse on-site to answer your questions about vaccination. 
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ↆ L O C A L  P R O F E S S I O N A L  S E R V I C E S

AMOS
 R O O F I N G IN

C

CALL JAYME FOR YOUR FREE ESTIMATE.

519.501.2405 | 519.698.2114
In Business since 1973 • Fully Insured

• Specializing in residential re-roofs 
• Repairs • Churches

A Family owned and operated business serving KW, 
Elmira and surrounding area for over 35 years.

W O R K M A N S H I P  G U A R A N T E E D

- Design and build -

AGRICULTURAL | RESIDENTIAL

Wayne Martin | 519-504-2016
darwayconstruction@icloud.com | Alma, ON

FRAMING • ROOFING
RENOVATIONS • EAVESTROUGHS

IN-STORE SERVICES
• Window & Screen Repairs• Window & Screen Repairs• Window & Screen Repairs• Window & Screen Repairs• Window & Screen Repairs• Window & Screen Repairs• Window & Screen Repairs• Window & Screen Repairs• Window & Screen Repairs• Window & Screen Repairs• Window & Screen Repairs
• Glass & Plexi Cutting• Glass & Plexi Cutting• Glass & Plexi Cutting• Glass & Plexi Cutting• Glass & Plexi Cutting• Glass & Plexi Cutting• Glass & Plexi Cutting• Glass & Plexi Cutting• Glass & Plexi Cutting• Glass & Plexi Cutting
• Key Cutting• Key Cutting• Key Cutting• Key Cutting• Key Cutting• Key Cutting
• Knife & Scissor Sharpening• Knife & Scissor Sharpening• Knife & Scissor Sharpening• Knife & Scissor Sharpening• Knife & Scissor Sharpening• Knife & Scissor Sharpening• Knife & Scissor Sharpening• Knife & Scissor Sharpening• Knife & Scissor Sharpening• Knife & Scissor Sharpening• Knife & Scissor Sharpening• Knife & Scissor Sharpening
• Lawnmower Blade Sharpening• Lawnmower Blade Sharpening• Lawnmower Blade Sharpening• Lawnmower Blade Sharpening• Lawnmower Blade Sharpening• Lawnmower Blade Sharpening• Lawnmower Blade Sharpening• Lawnmower Blade Sharpening• Lawnmower Blade Sharpening• Lawnmower Blade Sharpening• Lawnmower Blade Sharpening• Lawnmower Blade Sharpening• Lawnmower Blade Sharpening• Lawnmower Blade Sharpening• Lawnmower Blade Sharpening• Lawnmower Blade Sharpening• Lawnmower Blade Sharpening• Lawnmower Blade Sharpening• Lawnmower Blade Sharpening• Lawnmower Blade Sharpening• Lawnmower Blade Sharpening• Lawnmower Blade Sharpening• Lawnmower Blade Sharpening• Lawnmower Blade Sharpening• Lawnmower Blade Sharpening• Lawnmower Blade Sharpening• Lawnmower Blade Sharpening• Lawnmower Blade Sharpening• Lawnmower Blade Sharpening• Lawnmower Blade Sharpening• Lawnmower Blade Sharpening• Lawnmower Blade Sharpening• Lawnmower Blade Sharpening• Lawnmower Blade Sharpening• Lawnmower Blade Sharpening• Lawnmower Blade Sharpening• Lawnmower Blade Sharpening• Lawnmower Blade Sharpening• Lawnmower Blade Sharpening• Lawnmower Blade Sharpening
• Paint Colour Matching• Paint Colour Matching• Paint Colour Matching• Paint Colour Matching• Paint Colour Matching• Paint Colour Matching• Paint Colour Matching• Paint Colour Matching• Paint Colour Matching• Paint Colour Matching• Paint Colour Matching
• Interior Design Consultation• Interior Design Consultation• Interior Design Consultation• Interior Design Consultation• Interior Design Consultation• Interior Design Consultation• Interior Design Consultation• Interior Design Consultation• Interior Design Consultation• Interior Design Consultation• Interior Design Consultation• Interior Design Consultation• Interior Design Consultation• Interior Design Consultation• Interior Design Consultation• Interior Design Consultation
• Bike Repair• Bike Repair• Bike Repair• Bike Repair• Bike Repair• Bike Repair

• Window & Screen Repairs
• Glass & Plexi Cutting
• Key Cutting
• Knife & Scissor Sharpening
• Lawnmower Blade Sharpening
• Paint Colour Matching
• Interior Design Consultation
• Bike Repair

DESIGN CENTRE
KITCHEN, BATH & WINDOW FASHIONS

Blinds, shades, drapery & more • Custom cabinetry made in Canada
Free In-home consultations • Our experienced designer will help you 

work within your personal taste and budget

22 Church St. W., Elmira
Tel: 519-669-5537or 1-844-866-5537

STORE HOURS:  MON-SAT 8-6, SUN Closed
Find and follow us on FB and Instagram

Popular Brands Available

Call someone you can trust - your local Home Hardware

BLANCO, MAAX, MIROLAN, STEEL QUEEN

519-669-4964
100 SOUTH FIELD DRIVE, ELMIRA

CLEAN • DRY • SECURE
Call

Various 
sizes & rates 

36 Hampton St., Elmira

FREE
ESTIMATES

Interior/exterior
Painting,

Wallpapering & 
Plaster | drywall

Repairs

519-669-2251
519-503-6033(CELL)

John Schaefer
Painting

MarCrest 
Backhoe

Septic Installations · Tile Repairs
Small Footings · Silo Footings

Maynard Martin
2512 Kressler Road RR1

St. Clements, ON  N0B 2M0

Tel. 519-699-0507

 

519-577-0370
www.marwilconcrete.ca

Driveways • Sidewalks • Curbs
Patios • Finished Floors • Retaining 
Walls • Steps • Decorative/Stamped 

and Coloured Concrete

TIRE

35 Howard Ave., Elmira

519-669-3232

WHERE TIRES 
ARE A

SPECIALTY,
 NOT A SIDE LINE.

Farm • Auto • Truck
Industrial 

 On-The-Farm Service

• Residential • Commercial
• Industrial

ECRA/ESA Licence # 7000605
Randy Weber

18 King�sher Dr., Elmira | 519.669.1462

www.rwelectricltd.com

•Final grading
•Lawn repair & complete seeding well
 equipped for large stoney areas
•Spike Aerator/Overseeding
•Natural & Interlocking Stone 
•Retaining Walls, Walks & Patios
•Help for Top Water & Drainage issue
•Retaining Walls, Walks & Patios
•Help for Top Water & Drainage issue

ALMA, ONTARIO | PHONE: 519.846.5427
Murray & Daniel Shantz

Since 1998

Evenings By Appointment

• FLOORING 
• Custom KITCHENS
• BATHROOM VANITIES 
• SICO Paint 
• Custom WINDOW BLINDS

www.LetUsFloorYou.ca

1011 Industrial Cres. Unit #2 | TEL: 519.699.5411

Hours: M-F 8:00 - 5:00 & Sat 9:00 - 3:00

ST. JACOBS 
GLASS SYSTEMS INC.

TEL: 519-664-1202 / 519-778-6104
FAX: 519 664-2759 • 24 Hour Emergency Service

COMMERCIAL • RESIDENTIAL

1553 King St. N., 
St. Jacobs, ON  N0B 2N0

• Store Fronts 
• Thermopanes 

• Mirrors 
• Screen Repair 

• Replacement Windows 
• Shower Enclosures 

• Sash Repair

THOMPSON’S
Auto Tech Inc.

Providing the latest technology 
to repair your vehicle with 
accuracy and confidence.

519-669-4400
30 ORIOLE PKWY. E., ELMIRA

   ↆ GENERAL SERVICES

   ↆ GENERAL SERVICES

   ↆ AUTOMOTIVE SERVICES    ↆ HOME IMPROVEMENT

   ↆ HOME IMPROVEMENT

   ↆ HOME IMPROVEMENT

519-669-0524
www.woolwichrentals.ca

100 Union St, Elmira, Ontario

Visit us online 
to see our entire 

rental lineup.

RK COUNTRY
BUS 
LINES

Elmira, ON
519-502-8262

LINES
 519-669-5557

VAN, MINIBUS & WHEELCHAIR
LIFT BUS TRANSPORTATION

“Specializing in small group charters”

Visit our website!
countrymilebl.com Elmira, ON

CALL 
TO BOOK! 

TODAY.

Poultry Barn 
Pest Solutions

Pest control with 
residual built in 

Serving KW and 
surrounding area

Thorncreek Farms

519-504-2698519-504-2698

Poultry Pest 
Management 

Reach 
local 
people at 
the right 
time 
every 
week.
Advertise your 
professional 
services to 
Woolwich, 
Wellesley and 
beyond.
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 ↆ F A M I L Y  A L B U M

Happy 50th Birthday 
Tracey MacDonald

You neighbour has been  
waiting for payback

Feb. 19th 

Birthday

Obituary

Andrew “Andy” Jansen  
(1955 – 2020)

After suffering most of his adult life 
from mental illness, Andy is finally 
at peace. Andy passed away in his 
sleep in the North Saskatchewan 
River Valley, Edmonton. “I am tired, 
I am weak, I am worn; Take my hand, 
precious Lord, lead me home” (Hymn)

Beloved son of Mary Jansen and 
predeceased by his father, George 
Jansen. Brother of Aalt Jansen (Angela), 
Eveline Gaede (Rod), Pamela Jansen 
(Rob van der Linde) and Patricia Morris 
(Mark); Uncle to James, Jordan and 
Nick Gaede, Chris and Jim Martyn and 
Aalt and Cobi Morris.

Andy had a kind, loving soul. Family 
was all important to him, and through 
the grace of God, he reunited with us 
not so long ago. His mind, though 
tortured, was inquisitive and brilliant. 
Humour was his trademark, reflected 
in clever nicknames he graced us with 
which stick to this day. When we think 
of Andy, we have countless stories, 
wonderful childhood memories that 
his illness can’t betray. His warmth 
and spirit will live on in those who 
knew and loved him. 

“I will both lay me down in peace, and 
sleep: for thou, Lord, only makest me 
dwell in safety” Psalm 4:8

As expressions of sympathy, donations 
to Canadian Mental Health would be 
greatly appreciated by the family. 

Remember Me

Not of what could have been
Nor stories that were never 
meant to be told
Remember Me
Before the shadows fell
Covering my sight and my soul.

Remember Me 
For I am gone
But my voice can still be heard
Embodied in the countless others
Who fight in silence
To share your earth

Judgement has no power
Where love can be seen
Every life has purpose
Remember this.

Remember Me.

By Pat Morris

Bowman, Elvina (Brubacher)
Died peacefully on Monday, February 
14, 2022 at her home, 335 Hill St., West 
Montrose, in her 87th year. Beloved 
wife of the late Delton Bowman 
(2009). Dear mother of Aden and the 
late Shirley (2017) of Bracebridge, 
Naomi and Ervin Weber of RR 1, St. 
Clements, Oscar and Ella Bowman 
of RR 1, West Montrose, Mary and 
Joshua Brubacher of West Montrose, 
John and Adriana of Elmira, Esther 
and Duane Bauman of Fordwich. Also 
survived by 22 grandchildren and 30 
great-grandchildren. Sister of Sarah 
(Mrs. Ephraim Bowman), Joseph 
and Esther Brubacher, Emmanuel 
and Esther Martin. Sister-in-law of 
Oliver and Esther Bowman, Urias and 
Christine Bowman, Selema Wideman, 
Leander and Alice Bowman, Eileen 
and Earl Brubacher. Predeceased by 
her parents Wendal and Magdalena 
Brubacher, two sons Amsey (Esther), 
and Alvin in infancy, one grandchild, 
one sister, Esther (Emmanuel), one 
brother, Melvin, three sisters-in-law 
and three brothers-in-law. Viewing 
was held on Tuesday, February 15, 
2022 from 2-4 and 6-8 p.m. and 
Wednesday, February 16, 2022 from 
1-5 p.m. at the family home, 335 Hill 
St., West Montrose. A family service 
will be held on Thursday, February 
17, 2022 then to Winterbourne 
Mennonite Meeting House for burial 
and further service.

 ❖ www.dreisingerfuneralhome.com

Jacky, Laura
Thank you for the support, hugs, 
prayers and cards of condolences as 
well as the flowers, food and visits 
during our time of sorrow with the 
passing of Laura.

The Hackert Family

 ❖ www.dreisingerfuneralhome.com

Thank you

Obituary ↆ P U Z Z L E  S O L U T I O N S
E L E P H A N T

Death 
Notices

BOOKING FOR 2022

(ELMIRA)

 ↆ L O C A L  P R O F E S S I O N A L  S E R V I C E S
   ↆ GENERAL SERVICES

Freeman, Lydia
The family of Lydia Freeman would 
like to thank all her family and friends 
for their sympathies, well wishes, 
floral tributes and donations as well 
as some meals brought in for us.  
A special thank you for all the prayers 
and concerns during the time of 
Lydia’s illness.

The Freeman Family

 ❖ www.dreisingerfuneralhome.com

Birthday

HUEBNER, WALTER 
- On February 6, 
2022, Walter Hueb-
ner, age 94, slipped 
into eternity at the 
Brantford General 
Hospital, formerly 
lived in Elmira.

MCMILLAN, KAREN 
A N N E  ( S O E H -
NER) - Karen, 79, 
of Waterloo, ON, 
p a s s e d  a w ay 
peacefully at home 
on February 5, 
2022.

Reach local 
people at the 
right time 
every week.
15,000 Observers are delivered to 
homes in Woolwich, Wellesley and 
Waterloo.  
Call Donna Rudy at 519-669-5790 ext104 to find out 
how your business can book this space.

Take the stress 
out of family meal 
planning.

newsmart.ca

This one year weekly planner will 
save you money, waste less food and 
save time during the week to spend 
more time with those you love.

Take the stress 
out of family meal 
planning.
This one year weekly planner will 
save you money, waste less food and 
save time during the week to spend 
more time with those you love.

newsmart.ca
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It's about all of us.
Leading the way reporting about 
the people and places of home.
Email: newsroom@woolwichobserver.com
Report it: observerxtra.com/tips

Living HereLiving Here This is a test, only a test. If you're in Breslau, 
Elmira or St. Jacobs next Tuesday (Feb. 22) 
and hear the community-alert siren between 
1:30 and 3:30 p.m., it's just the township 
testing the equipment. They'll also be test-
ing the AlertWR notification system that day 
at noon.

The federal government is seeking public 
input into its strategy to plastic pollution 
through a comprehensive approach that 
addresses the entire life cycle of plastics, 
looking to achieve zero plastic waste by 2030. 
Comments are being taken until Mar. 14.
www.canada.ca

Testing 1-2-3 ... Taking aim at plastics

▢ Mayo
Clinic
Professional Clinical 
Health Advice

DEAR MAYO CLINIC: I'm 
36 and do not have any 
signifi cant medical con-
cerns, but due to a family 
member's heart health is-
sues, it was recommend-
ed I have a cardiac evalu-
ation. After undergoing 
an echocardiogram, I was 
surprised to be told that 
I have a patent foramen 
ovale. The cardiologist 
said I don't need to be 
treated for it, but I'm still 
worried. Does this heart 
defect put me at risk for 
health problems? When 
is treatment for a patent 
foramen ovale necessary?

ANSWER: It can be 
unnerving to learn you 
have a heart defect, but 
the advice your cardiolo-
gist gave you is sound. In 
most cases, no treatment 
is necessary for a patent 
foramen ovale, which is 
sometimes called a PFO.

A patent foramen ovale 
is an opening between 
the two upper chambers 
of the heart that did not 
close completely after 
birth. As a fetus develops, 
there is a small oval flap, 
called the foramen ovale, 
in the thin wall between 
the heart's upper cham-
bers – the atria – that 
allows oxygen-rich blood 
from the mother through 
the umbilicus to flow 
from the right to the left 
atrium of the heart of the 
fetus. That opening is 
not necessary after birth, 
and it normally closes 
during infancy. When the 
opening does not close, it 
is called a patent foramen 
ovale.

Patent foramen ovale 
is common, occurring in 
25% or more of the popu-
lation. Most people with 
the condition never know 

Treatment for patent 
foramen ovale

they have it because it 
does not cause any notice-
able signs or symptoms, 
and it cannot be heard 
on physical exam. As in 
your case, it most often is 
discovered on an imaging 
exam that's being done for 
another reason. A patent 
foramen ovale usually 
does not lead to other 
health problems. The only 
time it may become cause 
for concern is when some-
thing goes through the 
opening that should not.

For example, it is possi-
ble for a small blood clot 
from a lower vein to go 
through a patent foramen 
ovale. If that happens, 
the clot could block an 
artery in the brain, and 
lead to a stroke or block 
an artery elsewhere in 
the body. There is also 
the potential for a patent 
foramen ovale to allow 
low-oxygen venous blood 
to shunt through the 
heart and back into the 
body without picking up 
more oxygen in the lungs. 
In severe cases, that 
may result in low blood 
oxygen levels – a condi-
tion known as hypox-
emia. Both situations are 
uncommon.

As mentioned, no 
treatment is typically 
required for a patent 
foramen ovale. However, 
your health care team 
may recommend a patent 
foramen ovale be closed 
if you have had a stroke 
and no other cause of 
the stroke can be identi-
fied. It is important that 
this recommendation 

Steve Kannon
Observer Staff

NOW A RETIRED 
KINDERGARTEN 
TEACHER, Phyllis Ribey 
interacted with numerous 
students and parents over 
the course of her career. 
As she celebrates her 90th 
birthday, there’ll be plenty 
of well-wishers, many of 
them former pupils with 
stories to tell about those 
formative years.

You can include Sean 
Mulrooney on that list. 
He was a student in the 
1974-75 class at St. Jacobs 
Public School who not 
only has fond memories of 
Mrs. Ribey, but a tangible 
reminder that’s been a 
fixture for the past 48 years 
in the form of a grapefruit 
tree germinated from a 
seed planted as a class 
project.

“I guess I would have 
been five years old at the 
time, and I do recall having 
a grapefruit that morning 
–  mom always used to cut 
them in half, and you’d 
get that spoon out and eat 
those sections,” he said. 
“There’s a seed in there, 
and it’s like, ‘oh, you know, 
we should plant this and 
then we’ll grow grapefruits’ 
– that was my thought at 
the time – so we got, I think 
it was little Styrofoam cup, 
put some dirt in it and 
stuffed that seed in there.”

Though nothing much 
happened at first, eventu-
ally the seed sprouted and 
grew into a tree. Almost 
five decades later, the 
tree continues to thrive 
at the St. Jacobs home 
of his mother, Marlene 
Mulrooney, who notes the 

A growing connection
to those kindergarten days

→  TREE 27

Sean Mulrooney with the grapefruit tree that grew from a seed he 
planted as a project in Mrs. Ribey’s St. Jacobs PS kindergarten 
class in 1974. The plant has been under the care of his mother in 
St. Jacobs ever since. Submitted

Grapefruit seed planted in 1974 became a tree that thrives to this day

→ MAYO CLINIC 28

Tel: (519) 669-1082  www.leroysautocare.net

20 Oriole Parkway E., Elmira.

Happy Family Day!
Have a safe and fun long weekend. If you ever have any 
vehicle emergencies we are always here to answer any 

questions or assist you however we can! 

Call 519-669-1082 to reach our  24/7 emergency line.

“The strength of a family, like the strength 
of an army, lies in its loyalty to each other.”

– Mario Puzo

tree goes outside in the 
spring and then returns 
indoors before the first 
frost.

She’s tended to it 
through all its ups and 
downs, trimming it back 
to as needed. The climate 
is such that it doesn’t bear 
fruit, but the tree is now 
healthy and a decorated 
part of the living room.

“It’s Sean’s tree. I tell him 
‘I think it’s time you take 
it home,’ but he and his 

wife say, ‘oh, no, we can’t – 
we’ll kill it,’” she said with 
a laugh of her ongoing 
plant-sitting gig.

Sean says he’s fine with 
the current arrangement.

“As a kid, maintenance 
of plants isn’t your forte or 
your interest. So my mom 
made sure that she looked 
after it and kept that thing 
going – I just never have 
taken back that responsi-
bility. It’s probably a good 
thing or, or the story likely 

wouldn’t exist,” he said 
of the school project that 
remains ongoing all these 
years later.

“The trunk continues to 
grow, but the actual foliage 
has always been about the 
size it is. Sometimes a little 
bit more prolific and other 
times a little bit smaller, 
but it seems to have growth 
surges at certain times of 
the year, and it’s always 
exciting to see where it’s at. 
So, when we visit mom, it’s 
always about checking in 
on the tree, to see how my 
tree is doing.”

Seeing it always reminds 
him of his arrival at St. 
Jacobs PS and Mrs. Ribey’s 
kindergarten class.

“She was my all-time 
favourite teacher of all of 
my schooling career, from 
kindergarten through 
university,” he enthused. 
“It’s funny because I don’t 
have a great memory for 
most things, but I seem to 
recall very vividly a lot of 
things that we did in her 
classroom.”

Mulrooney made up a 
birthday card to mark his 
favourite teacher’s 90th 
birthday this week.

Where her family held a 
public event for the Elmira 
resident’s 85th birthday, 
the pandemic precluded 
any such activities this 
time around. Still, there 
have been people taking 
note of the event, says 
her daughter, Merri-Lee 
Metzger.

“We had a little party for 
her when she was 85,  a nice 
gathering at that point. 
She was really thrilled to 
be in contact with some 
students from the past, 
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ↆ The Community Events Calendar is reserved for non-profit 
local events that are offered free to the public. Placement is 
not guaranteed. Registrations, corporate events, open houses  
and similar events do not qualify for free advertising. See 
complete policy online. All submissions are to be made online 
at observerxtra.com/event-listing/.

Kleensweep
Rugs and 
UpholsteryCarpet Care

COLLEEN

“A GOOD JOB DONE EVERY TIME”

T. 519.669.2033
Cell: 519.581.7868

•Mattress Cleaning
•Residential
•Commercial
•Personalized Service
•Free Estimates
West Montrose, ON

M&G
MILLWRIGHTS LTD.

• Design
• Installation
• Custom Fabrication

519.669.5105
1540 FLORADALE ROAD 

P.O. BOX 247, ELMIRA

www.mgmill.com

MATERIAL HANDLING
& PROCESSING SYSTEMS

TOTAL
HOME ENERGY SYSTEMS

24-HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICE

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL

11 HENRY ST. - UNIT 9, ST. JACOBS

YOUR OIL, PROPANE,
NATURAL GAS AND

AIR CONDITIONING EXPERTS

519.664.2008  

VERMONTCastings

SANYO CANADIAN
MACHINE WORKS INCORPORATED

33 Industrial Dr., Elmira 519.669.1591

Quality & Service
you can trust.

21 Industrial Dr., Elmira
519.669.2884 | martinselmira.com

Individual life insurance, mortgage insurance, 
business insurance, employee benefits programs,

critical illness insurance, disability coverage,

Freedom 55 Financial is a
division of The Canada Life

Assurance Company

RRSPs, RESPs, RRIFs, LIFs and Annuities.

652 Waterbury Lane, Waterloo

NANCY 
KOEBEL
Bus: 519.744.5433
Email: nancy.koebel@f55f.com

Truck &
Trailer

Maintenance

Cardlock
Fuel

Management

24COMMERCIAL
FUEL DEPOT HOUR

CARDLOCK

25 Industrial Drive, Elmira

Your First Step to 
Better Hearing

519-669-9919
charlene@bauerhearing.com

Education and Treatment

Vacuum Sales,
Repairs Service

9 Church St. E., Elmira

All Makes & Models

519-669-8362
Email: elmiravacuum@gmail.com

SeSe

Woolwich Township Ward 1 Councillor

519.514.6051

How can I 
help you?

pmerlihan@woolwich.ca

www.merlihan.com

ↆ C O M M U N I T Y  E V E N T S  C A L E N D A R

Woolwich

Healthy
Communities

healthywoolwich.orghealthywoolwich.org
The place to
get involved.
• Volunteer Opportunities
• Projects & News
• Sub-Committee updates

Homemade caramel 
popcorn is perfect for 

a cozy movie night

Did you know that 
popcorn comes in 

different shapes? There 
are two main kinds: butter-
fly (also called snowflake) 
and mushroom. Most of 
the popcorn you get at the 
movies or buy as kernels 
in the supermarket is the 
butterfly shape, which 
pops up light and fluffy 
with lots of "wings" stick-
ing out. Caramel popcorn, 
however, is often made 
with mushroom popcorn, 

which has a rounder 
shape (like a mushroom 
with a cap) and a more 
sturdy texture. Both 
popcorn shapes work for 
this recipe, but if you find 
mushroom popcorn in a 
specialty store or online, 
give it a try in caramel 
popcorn!

ↆ For 25 years, confident cooks in the know have relied on America's Test 
Kitchen for rigourously tested recipes developed by professional test cooks 
and vetted by 60,000 at-home recipe testers. See more online at www.
amercastestkitchen.com

Caramel Popcorn
▢ 7 cups popped plain 
popcorn

▢ 5 tablespoons 
unsalted butter

▢ 3⁄4 cup packed light 
brown sugar

▢ 1⁄4 cup dark corn 
syrup

▢ 1⁄4 teaspoon salt

▢ 3⁄4 teaspoon vanilla 
extract

▢ 1⁄4 teaspoon baking 
soda

▢ 1⁄2 cup salted peanuts 
(optional)

1. Adjust oven rack to 
the middle position 
and heat oven to 250 
degrees. Spray inside 
bottom and sides of 
a 13-by-9-inch metal 
baking pan with vege-
table oil spray. Place 
popcorn in baking pan.

2. In a large sauce-
pan, melt butter over 
medium-high heat. 
Add brown sugar, 
corn syrup, and 
salt. Bring mixture 
to boil. Reduce heat 
to medium-low and 
simmer, stirring occa-
sionally, until mixture 
thickens slightly, 
about 3 minutes. 
Remove from heat.

3. Carefully add 
vanilla and baking 
soda (mixture will 
bubble and foam). 
Add peanuts (if using) 
and stir to combine.

4. Carefully scrape 
caramel mixture onto 
popcorn in baking 
pan. Use a rubber 
spatula to gently 
stir until popcorn 
is evenly coated. 

Spread popcorn 
into an even layer.

5. Bake for 20 minutes. 
Remove from oven and 
transfer to a cooling 
rack. Use a rubber 
spatula to carefully 
stir popcorn, scraping 
up caramel from the 
bottom of the pan. 
Spread popcorn back 
into an even layer.

6. Return the baking 
pan to the oven and 
bake until popcorn is 
a deep golden brown, 
about 40 minutes, 
repeating stirring half-
way through baking.

7. Remove baking 
pan from oven and 
transfer to a cooling 
rack. Carefully stir 
popcorn one last time. 
Let caramel popcorn 
cool completely in the 
pan, about 30 minutes. 
Break popcorn apart 
with your hands 
and serve. (Caramel 
popcorn can be stored 
at room temperature 
in an airtight container 
for up to five days.)

▢ America's 
Test Kitchen
Rigorously tested 
recipes that work.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 22
▢ Free Online, Family-Friendly Program via zoom. 
3:30 p.m. to 5 p.m.On the menu:  Sweet & Sour 
Pineapple Kielbasa & Rice. Register by: Wednesday, 
February 16. Anyone can join and will be given the list 
of ingredients to purchase items. If you are registered 
with Woolwich Community Services food programs 
you are eligible for a meal kit with all the needed 
items. Register by calling 519-669-5139 or email: 
leighann_wcs@yahoo.ca

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 23
▢ Managing your Finances in Retirement. This 
session focuses on helping people manage their 
finances in retirement. Topics include the importance 
of managing your retirement, the art of budgeting, 
sources of retirement income, stretching your retire-
ment resources and common retirement strategies. 
Hosted virtually by Woolwich Community Health 
Centre at 6:30 p.m. To receive your Zoom invitation 
email hradford@wchc.on.ca

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 24
▢ How to Understand and Support LGBTQ+ Youth. 
Learn about the issues LGBTQ+ youth face and how 
to support youth who question their sexuality or 
identify as LGBTQ+. Join us at 6:30 p.m. All virtual 
events hosted by Woolwich Community Health 
Centre are free. For your Zoom invitation email 
hradford@wchc.on.ca

TUESDAY, MARCH 1
▢ Healthy Cooking for One. If you live alone, you are 
most likely cooking for one. In this session you will 
learn some simple ways to cook for one person, 
including strategies for grocery shopping, storage, 
and cooking once to last multiple meals. Join us at 
6:30 p.m. This free presentation is hosted by Wool-
wich Community Health Centre. To receive your 
Zoom invitation email hradford@wchc.on.ca

FRIDAY, MARCH 4
▢ Elmira Legion Roast Beef Dinner, takeout only from 
5 p.m to 6 p.m. $17 per person. Roast beef with 
mashed potatoes, veggies, coleslaw, roll and 
dessert. To order call Donna at 519-669-5894.

WOOLWICH RESIDENTS SUPPORT 
FUND: RESPONDING TO FINANCIAL 
NEEDS DUE TO COVID-19

Additional information:
Access to the Fund is available by contacting:
 Community Care Concepts of 

Woolwich, Wellesley and Wilmot
 Woolwich Community Services
 Woolwich Counseling Centre
 Woolwich Community Health Centre

Fund Administrator:
Woolwich Community Services

Fund Review Committee:
Kelly Christie – Executive Director, Wool-

wich Community Services
Cathy Harrington – Executive Director, 

Community Care Concepts
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Sudoku EASY

Sudoku HARD

Mini-Word

Crossword

8 Letters 1 WordWord of the Week Find-A-Word THEME: ASTRONOMY

ACROSS
1. They're, there and ___
6. Cha-___
9. Tibetan monk
14. Carried
15. Hesitate
16. From Ireland
17. Paul the Apostle
19. To the point
20. Before: Prefix
21. Fe
22. Turned down
23. Places to eat
25. Swirls
29. Forensic evidence
30. Meal plan
31. Biblical twin
34. Referring to a 

specific thing
39. Home economics
42. Smell
43. Allocate, with "out"
44. Iranian money
45. First name?
47. Butting heads
49. Purchasable goods
55. Spotted wildcat
56. Footnote word
57. ___ chi
60. Church part
61. Pure and fresh
63. Lake type
64. "Give it ___!"
65. Threshold

66. Feed, as a fire
67. Sleep stage
68. Lives outside of  

one's own country

DOWN
1. Cookbook abbr.
2. Frost

3. Border lake
4. Setting for TV's 

"Newhart"
5. Stop working
6. Pandemonium
7. Hangout
8. Carpentry tool
9. Interested in 

literature
10. "Gladiator" setting
11. Rice wine
12. Money in the 

bank, say
13. Outbuildings
18. Applied in advance
22. Gloomy

24. Scorched
25. Icelandic epic
26. Christian name
27. Audition tape
28. Any thing
32. Cowel, Sinek, Rex, 

Helberg, Etc.
33. Trick taker, often
35. Life saver
36. "Idylls of the 

King" lady
37. Bunch
38. Congers
40. Saw-buck
41. Ends
46. Pillbox, e.g.
48. Service station?
49. Surrounds a castle
50. Acclamation
51. Back in
52. Jangle
53. Dreary sound
54. Expression
57. Fill-in
58. Fishing, perhaps
59. Fails to be
61. "Wheels"
62. Eighty-six

ACROSS
1. Malva sylvestris
7. Large lizard
8. Leavened 

fried dough
9. Ancient 

debarkation 
point

10. Jorongo

DOWN
1. King with a 

golden touch
2. Ancient 

assembly area
3. Kind of cycle
4. Mrs. Bush
5. Available
6. Garbage

 AGN
 CLUSTER
 COMA
 COMET
 EARTH

 EPOCH
 EUROPA
 IO
 MARS
 MILKY 

WAY
 MOON
 NEBULA
 NEPTUNE
 ORBIT

 PHASE
 PLANET
 PLUTO
 QUASAR
 RED GIANT

 SATELLITE
 SATURN
 SETI
 STAR
 SUN

 URANUS
 VENUS

SLAPDASH
Slapdash means "haphazard," 

"slipshod," or "sloppy."

23

Figure out the mystery letters to complete this eight-letter word 
reading clockwise or counterclockwise.

SOLUTION:

If your company would like to sponsor this page, 
please contact The Observer at 519-669-5790 ext.104 

Or email donna@woolwichobserver.com

newsmart.ca

The store for newspaper readers.
Make a positive local statement everytime you put one on.

Visit our online store to discover exclusive Observer products. Every product purchase 
supports local news coverage in our communities reported by professional journalists.
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 58 Church St. W., Elmira • 519-669-5123

Elmira
Mennonite

Church

www.elmiramennonite.ca

9:30 am
Stories from the 

Life of Jesus: 
Healing of Body and Soul

Jonathan Brubacher Preaching

Join Us Online
Each Sunday

woodsidechurch.ca/live

WOODSIDE

ↆ F A I T H  D I R E C T O R Y

Ham, Leek & Zucchini Frittata
▢ 2 Tbsp. unsalted 
butter

▢ 1 leek, white and 
pale green parts only, 
thinly sliced 

▢ 1 zucchini, quar-
tered lengthwise and 
thinly sliced 

▢ 3 oz smoked Black 
Forest ham (about 5 
slices), chopped

▢ 8 eggs 

▢ 1⁄2 cup 10% cream

▢ 1-1⁄2 tsp. Dijon 
mustard

▢ Pinch ground 
nutmeg

▢ Salt and pepper 
to taste

▢ 1 cup shredded 
Gruyere cheese

1. Preheat oven 
to 3500F .

2. In 9- to 10-inch 
(23 to 25 cm) nonstick 
ovenproof frying pan, 
melt half of the butter 
over medium heat. 
Cook leek for 2 minutes, 
stirring occasionally, 
or until softened. Add 
zucchini and ham; cook 
for 3 minutes, stirring 
occasionally, or until 

zucchini is tender-crisp.

3. In bowl, whisk 
together eggs, cream, 
mustard, nutmeg, salt 
and pepper. Add vege-
table-ham mixture; stir 
in half of the cheese.

4. Return pan to stove 
over medium heat; melt 
remaining 1 tbsp (15 
ml) butter. Pour in egg 
mixture; cook with-
out stirring for 2 to 3 

minutes or until edges 
begin to set. Sprinkle 
with remaining 1⁄2 cup 
(125 ml) cheese. Bake 
in centre of oven for 25 
to 30 minutes or until 
puffed and set in middle. 
Transfer to cooling rack; 
let stand 5 minutes. 
Run a rubber spatula 
around edge to loosen; 
slide frittata onto cutting 
board. Cut into wedges.

These frittatas are ideal
for an anytime breakfast

I don’t get it – is it really 
just an omelette or possi-

bly a quiche without the 
crust?

No, a frittata is 
completely different 
and should in no way be 
confused with the afore-
mentioned! 

Either way it makes for 
great comfort food on a 
cold day and is an excuse 
to have breakfast anytime 
of the day. Just throw a 
salad beside it and you can 
easily pass it off as dinner!

So “Frittata” is really just 

an Italian style omelette 
and not really all that 
different at all! Frittata 
actually means “to fry” 
in Italian and the word 
was originally just used to 
describe any dish cooked 
in a frying pan.

Fast forward to today 
and a Frittata is a gourmet 
dish!

The main difference 

really is that it is cooked 
whole in a pan and not 
flipped and like a quiche 
it is often made in a large 
enough quantity to feed 
more than one person as it 
can be cut into wedges.

It is typically cooked on 
the stove long enough to 
set the bottom and then 
either flipped (if one is 
really brave and not afraid 
of pieces of burnt zucchini 
trapped in the coils of the 
electric stove) or finished 
in the oven to cook 
through all the way.

ↆ Chef Bruce Duff is the operator of “Chef Duff at RiverSong” Banquet hall, Café and Culinary Centre just outside of 
St. Jacobs, which hosts private events, banquets, team building and cooking classes and also run breakfast and lunch 
in the café from Wed. – Sat; info@chefduff.ca. 

CHEF   
DUFF 

Recipes from 
the chef's table

regionofwaterloo.ca/SaltingShift

Add traction when 
needed with sand

Shovel or plow 
the snow first

Break up ice with a 
steel ice chopper

I am 
groundwater 
and I’m worth 
protecting

Help keep salt out 
of groundwater

and the parents – she had 
a good connection with 
the parents, as well,” she 
said, noting her mother 
still remains in contact 
with some of her former 
colleagues.

“She’s in touch with the 
teachers that she taught 
with at St. Jacobs – they 
get together, well, they did 
pre-COVID, frequently and 
had breakfast.”

There are also other 
former staff and students 
from her previous schools 
in a career that started in 
1950 at a one-room school-
house near Sauble Beach. 
She also taught in Welland 
for a while before coming 
to St. Jacobs, where she 
eventually suggested to 
her kindergarten pupils 
that they plant a seed from 
a grapefruit enjoyed at 
breakfast.

TREE: Connection to his kindergarten days, and his teacher
→ FROM 24

Top left, Phyllis Ribey began her career in 1950 at a one-room 
schoolhouse near Sauble Beach. Top right, Marlene Mulrooney 
with the tree under her care from the start. Above, Sean Mul-
rooney (back row, right) with fellow pupils in Mrs. Ribey’s 1974-75 
kindergarten class at St. Jacobs PS. Submitted
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All other regularly scheduled swims, skates, and fitness classes are cancelled.

For more information about the game visit: https://sugarkings.gojhl.ca/
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be made in conjunction 
with a cardiologist and a 
neurologist, though, so 
a comprehensive assess-
ment of the risks and 
benefits of closing the 
hole can be completed. A 
patient who has persistent 
low blood oxygen due to 
shunt through a patent 
foramen ovale also may 
benefit from closure.

Closing a patent 
foramen ovale typically 
involves placing a device 
in the hole to hold the 
flap together. The body 
then heals around the 

device, sealing the open-
ing so nothing can get 
through it. This proce-
dure is performed using 
a minimally invasive 
technique where a cath-
eter with the device on it 
is inserted into a vein in 
the groin. The catheter is 
guided into place in the 
heart, where the device 
is inserted through the 
patent foramen ovale.

A less common 
approach involves 
a surgeon closing a 
patent foramen ovale by 
opening the heart and 
stitching the hole shut. 

This surgery often can 
be conducted through a 
small incision.

Usually, however, these 
procedures are not neces-
sary. If you are concerned 
about possible risks that 
could be associated with 
this heart defect, talk to 
your health care provider. 
But be reassured that a 
patent foramen ovale is 
harmless in most cases. 

 ↆ Mayo Clinic Q & A is an 
educational resource and 
doesn’t replace regular medical 
care. E-mail a question to 
MayoClinicQ&A@mayo.edu. For 
more information, visit www.
mayoclinic.org.

MAYO: Procedures aren’t usually needed for PFO, but 
there are a number of options should that change

→ FROM 24


